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FOREWORD
I would like to thank all the members of CAIR’s research team who worked so hard to pro
duce the 1997 report. This year saw an exponential increase in the number of reported incidents.
As this project goes into its third year, we hope that more resources can be allocated to docu
menting this aspect of the American Muslim experience.
The report clearly demonstrates that words do have impact. Negative images of Islam and
Muslims that result in discriminatory actions are created and perpetuated whenever a journalist,
an “expert” or an elected official paints all Muslims with the broad brushes of stereotyping and
prejudice.

Omar Ahmad
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Council on American-Islamic Relations
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GLOSSARY OF MUSLIM TERMS
Allah
Eid
Halal
Hijab/Khimar
Imam
Kufi
Masjid
Niqab
Quran
Ramadan

The most commonly used term for “God” in Arabic. Allah is not the
“Muslim God,” but is the same god worshipped by Christians and Jews.
A holiday
Permissible by Islamic law
Clothing Muslim women wear in public. It is generally loose-fitting and
includes a head-covering
A Muslim prayer leader
A cap worn by Muslim men
The Quranic word for mosque; a house of worship
A face veil
Islam’s scripture
The month of fasting
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
American Muslims are increasingly concerned
about their recognition in society and about the abil
ity to freely practice their faith. As this report indi
cates, Muslims experienced 240 acts of discrimina
tion, violence and harassment in the last twelve
months, a threefold increase over the previous year.
These incidents ranged from Muslim women being
fired or denied jobs because of their religious garb,
to harassment of Muslims at the nation’s airports,
other public facilities, schools, and government
agencies because of the persons’ apparent religious
affiliation. There is also a lack of religious accom
modation in the military and the prison system. In
relative terms, claims of discrimination and bias
increased from 50 percent of the total experiences in
1995/1996 to 65 percent in 1996/1997, while
reports of incidents of violence and harassment
declined from 50 percent to 35 percent.
The majority of the experiences documented in
the report deal with how public perceptions influ
enced acts of bias. Such experiences appear to be
associated with three identifying factors whereby a
person’s religious, ethnic, or group affiliation
became “known.” Chief among these is religious
practice (significant in 53 percent of the cases),
which includes Muslim women wearing a head cov
ering, or men wearing a beard and kufi (a cap worn
by Muslim men). The other identifying factors are
ethnicity (significant in 32 percent of the cases)—
physical features or a “Muslim-sounding” name—
and association with the Muslim community

through sociopolitical activism (significant in 14
percent of the cases).
American Muslims are becoming more willing
to defend their rights. Across the United States,
Muslims are establishing precedents for religious
diversity in the workplace, in schools, in govern
ment institutions, and even in the military. In some
cases, these precedents are being established in the
courts, including a case of a Muslim worker in
California who was recently awarded nearly $3 mil
lion in a discrimination law suit. As a result of this
increased level of activism, about 10 percent of the
experiences discussed in this report represent victo
ries in the American Muslim community’s quest for
tolerance, justice and religious freedom.
The backgrounds of individuals taking their
experiences to government and nongovernment
agencies reflect the diverse nature of the American
Muslim community. Individuals of Middle Eastern
descent make up the largest segment (45 percent) of
those taking action to redress their claims, followed
by Africans/African-Americans (25 percent) and
then by people whose families originated in
Southwest Asia (17 percent) and Europe (8 percent).
Evidence presented in the Case Summaries sec
tion of this report will demonstrate that the largest
number of claims centered on fair employment prac
tices and religious accommodation in the work
place. It is also in the work setting that American
Muslims have been most able to win recognition of
their religious rights.

CAIR
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PART I
THE YEAR IN REVIEW

INUCTION

T

he American Muslim community consists of some
six million individuals from various ethnic and
socioeconomic baclgrounds. Islamic culture is
increasingly weaving itself into the multicultural social
fabric of the United States. American Muslims are also
becoming more visible at all levels of the society. This
increased visibility results both from the growth of the
community and from a new willingness on the part of
Muslims to demand recognition for Islam’s place in
American society.
Despite the growth of the American Muslim cornmu
nity and the highlighted Muslim presence, Islam in the
United States” has yet to become a formal area of acad
emic study. This lack of input from educational institu
tions leaves the general public vulnerable to sensational
media coverage of Islam and Muslims. It is this media
stereotyping, coupled with distorted images of Muslims
and Islam in popular culture, that is often cited in cases
of anti-Muslim discrimination and bias.

In part, what hampers informed discourse on Islam
in the United States is the lack of reliable information
about the various expressions and experiences of mem
bers of the Muslim community. It is this information gap
that The Status of Muslim Civil Rights in the United
States is designed to bridge. This area of research is
breaking new ground and will perhaps lead others to
study more closely a segment of the society that can only
grow in influence.
This report focuses on the concerns Muslim individ
uals and organizations raise about their treatment in the
various domains of life in the United States.
Discrimination comes in many forms and degrees of sub
tlety, whether as a disturbing comment, an act of vandal
ism, or an unwillingness to allow an expression of faith.
The information contained in this report offers a glance at
the American Muslim experience. This experience will be
familiar to members of other communities with a longer
history of struggling for their rights and for recognition
within the society.

CAIR
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

J

nformation on less than half the case studies con
tained in this report was obtained through primary
sources, such as interviews with individuals and
organizations involved in the events. Most interviews
were conducted via telephone. Staff members filled out
special forms designed to focus interviews on facts and
documentation. Because most cases have been in
progress during the compilation of information, followup calls were made to update data files. Other interviews
were conducted in person at CAIR offices or other loca
tions.
Supplementing these oral records are more than 120
cases substantiated by various sources of information,
which include the following communications: twentynine email, fax and mail correspondence; twelve CAIR
inquiry letters forwarded to alleged offending parties and
thirteen written responses to these inquiries (some
inquiries were conducted via telephone); nine complaints
from individuals alleging discriminatory treatment;
seven responses to claimants or claimant representatives
from offending or disputing parties; and two memos
from employees’ supervisors.
In addition, copies of the following documents were
obtained: eight Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) Discrimination Charge forms; five
complaints filed with other government and nongovern
ment agencies; two employees’ diaries; one witness tes
timony; two summary statements in disputes; six threa
thening letter writings; one hate message; seven court

case records, including five LEXIS entries; five lawsuit
documents obtained from individuals or their attorneys;
three doctor’s reports; two photo sets providing evidence
of mosque vandalism; one police report; one videotape
recording of an official local council meeting discussing
a mosque permit; and one cassette tape recording a threat
message. Furthermore, about twenty cases were com
piled from secondary sources of information, such as
magazines and newspapers.
Data files were subjected to strict measures of scruti
ny, leading to the exclusion of reports that contained con
tradictory and/or insufficient data, or that lacked internal
logic. Case summaries represent events that involve indi
viduals, families and Muslim community organizations.
Whenever possible, attempts were made to contact the
various parties involved. In some cases pseudonyms are
used and/or parties involved in the events are not named
to maintain their privacy. Ethnic designations of individ
uals have been dropped, except in instances where that
information is deemed significant to the case.
To textualize Muslim experiences of harassment and
discrimination, case summaries in Part H are listed
chronologically in ten major institutional classifications
covering government, community and corporate life in
the United States. The remainder of Part I, The Year in
Review, is an attempt to quantify and discuss major
themes that run through the records of American Muslim
experiences.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Identifying Factors
Since the majority of experiences documented in this
report deal with public perceptions of Muslims and how
such perceptions have influenced acts of bias, it becomes
necessary to ask how Muslims were identified during
those episodes. Identifying Factors signifies the ways in
which Muslims claiming experiences of harassment and
discrimination have introduced themselves, or have been
recognized or singled out. Religious practice as an iden
tifying factor means that individuals were recognized as
Muslims because of the overt nature of such religious
practices as wearing hijab (clothing Muslim women wear
in public), kufi and beard. Because of the high level of
attention such symbols attract, just over half the cases
recorded are associated with them (see Table I).

Table 1
Identifying Factor by Number of 1996/1997 Cases
Identifying factor

No.

Religious practice
Ethnicity
Association with Muslim community
Total

128
78
34
240

53
32
14
100

Ethnicity as an identifying factor includes features of
complexion, attire, and name that may be associated in
popular culture with perceptions of what Muslims are
called or how they should look. Such elements of cultur
al identity are associated with about one-third of the
cases in this report. Another identifying factor can be
captured under the rubric of “association with the
Muslim community.” Muslims who are identified under
this category are known as community leaders, activists
who have spoken or written on public concerns, or indi
viduals who have participated in Muslim community
functions. This category, which accounts for 14 percent
of the cases, also includes Muslim organizations or facil
ities recognizable for their distinct physical attributes,
such as mosques.
This discussion of Muslim experiences excludes
some 200 reports of anti-Muslim violence and harass
ment that took place in the few days following the
Oklahoma City bombing on April 19, 1995. At that time,

news agencies almost unanimously rushed to blame the
attack on “Islamic fundamentalists” and “Middle
Easterners.” Those incidents happened due to unusual
circumstances and can not be used as a baseline for com
parison. One year after those exceptional episodes, some
eighty claims of violations of Muslim civil rights were
recorded in the 1996 release of this report. The 1997 edi
tion records an increasing number of cases of violence,
verbal abuse, discrimination, and bias: 240 in the period
from April 13, 1996, to March 14, 1997 (see Table 2).

Table 2
Type of Case byYear
Type of concern
Accommodation of religious practices
Workplace discrimination
Passenger profiling/Official bias
Other discrimination experience
Verbal abuse/threat
Shooting/beating/vandalism
Total

l995/I996
No. %

10
13
12
15
5
6
13 16
20 25
20
25
80 100

1996/1997
No.
%

57
48
29
2
66
19
240

24
20
12
19
27
8
100

Figures in this column were adjusted from the source table in: The
Status of Muslim Civil Rights in the United States, 1996, p. 18.

The number of experiences involving violence and
harassment increased from forty in 1995/1996, to eightyfive in 1996/1997, but the percentage of such experiences
decreased from 50 percent of the total cases last year to
35 percent this year. One must point out that acts of phys
ical attacks (shooting, beating and vandalism) against
individuals and property have decreased from twenty (25
percent) in 1995/1996, to nineteen, or only 8 percent of
the cases in 1996/1997.
As can be seen in the case listings in Part II, as many
as ten incidents of harassment or threat are directly relat
ed to the media’s coverage of the crash of TWA flight
800 on July 17, 1996. A search of the Nexis computer
database of Reuters, Associated Press and United Press
International wires during the forty-eight hours follow
ing the TWA crash yielded 138 articles containing the
words “Muslim” and “Arab” in connection to the tragedy
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(Mohamed Nirner, The Search for Convenient
Scapegoats: The Crash of TWA Flight 800 in the Media,
Council on American-Islamic Relations. August 1996, p.
2). Evidence shows that the circulation of unfounded
media reports does trigger acts of violence and discrimi
nation.

indicate the growing appeal of social and political parti
cipation in public life in the United States.

Muslim concern about discrimination can be found
in 155 cases, almost a fourfold increase from last year’s
record. Within this category, reports concerning the
accommodation of religious practices (primarily dress,
prayer and dietary requirements) increased from ten (13
percent) last year to fifty-seven (24 percent) this year.
Workplace discrimination in hiring, firing, work assign
ment, and compensation increased from twelve (15 per
cent) in 1995/1996 to forty-eight (20 percent) in
1996/1997. Also, Muslims are reporting an increasing
number of incidents where they have been singled out for
unusual searches and questioning by police, FBI and air
line or airport officials. The 1996 report recorded only
one incident of mistreatment of Muslims at the nation’s
airports. In contrast, the 1 997 edition records nineteen
such incidents/experiences.

Ethnicity

No.

%

Middle Eastern
Arab/Arab-American
Iranian
Turkish
African/African-American
Southwest Asian
Pakistani
Indian
Bangladeshi
European-American
Other
Total

71
67
2
2
40
26
20
3
3
12
7
156

45
43
1
1
25
17
13
2
2
8
5
100

Nonetheless, one should not be misled by the overall
increase in the number of reports, because much of it
may reflect the rise in the number of Muslims willing to
share their concerns rather than the magnitude of actual
experiences. As this area of research matures, it may be
a few years before a stable benchmark figure can be
established for a sound trend analysis. Also. due to the
narrative nature of many of the experiences presented in
the report, it may be worthwhile to look at such claims as
statements of demand for the increased accommodation
of religious and cultural expressions in public life.
A strong indicator of the concerns about religious
accommodation and inclusion in the Muslim community
is the diverse ethnic make-up of individuals who take
their complaints to courts, government agencies, the
media, or to groups such as CAIR. As shown in Table 3,
individuals with known ethnic identity constituted the
following percentages: Middle Eastern, 45 percent;
African or African-American, 25 percent; Southwest
Asian, 17 percent; European-American, 8 percent; other,
5 percent. The “other” category includes Hispanic,
Afghani, Indonesian, and bi-racial designations. This dis
tribution reflects the ethnically diverse nature of the
Muslim community, although it may not represent the
actual percentage of each ethnic group. The data clearly

Table 3
Known Ethnicity of Individuals Taking Action on
Their Claims in 1996/1997 by Frequency

Such activism resulted in a number of gains for the
Muslim community. Ten men and women won the right
to practice their religion on the job after mediation or
public relations campaigns by organizers with CAIR and
other local and national advocacy groups. One Muslim
man won the right to a job interview after he was denied
one because he wore a beard. Two family court judges
agreed to place Muslim children in Muslim foster homes
to maintain cultural and religious stability in their lives.
A Muslim prison inmate won a court judgment allowing
him to wear a quarter of an inch beard for religious rea
sons. A Muslim woman, with hijab, received an apology
after she was denied service in a department store.
Another woman restored the right to file a police report,
after an officer refused to record a threatening incident
the woman wanted to file.
In addition, discrimination was reportedly averted in
three cases when Muslim employees shared with their
employers CAIR’s An Employer’s Guide to Islamic
Religious Practices. This publication explains to employ
ers the significance of Islamic practices and offers prac
tical tips on how to accommodate them. Clearly, these
success stories underscore the dynamic nature of the
Muslim struggle for inclusion and tolerance.
This compilation of Muslim experiences documents
the challenges and victories of some Muslims in the

United States. In many of these cases, Muslims have
struggled to incorporate their beliefs and practices as
they conducted themselves as employees, students,
neighbors, customers, travelers, worshippers, plaintiffs,
defendants, inmates, and military recruits. When reli
gious practices become apparent. such as with garb or
prayer, domains of difference become more tenuous,

often leading to denial of basic religious rights, mistreat
ment and violence. However, this report should not be
read as a statement on pluralism, and/or a study of reli
gious tolerance in the United States, as much more data
and analysis would be needed in order to make such a
claim.
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Known Ethnicity of Individuals Reporting
Anti-Muslim Experience
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CAIR
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PART II
CASE SUMMARIES
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WORKPLA CE
• Ahmed, currently residing in Reston, Virginia, com
plained that he and other taxi drivers were told by the
administrator at a local airport to trim their beards, stop
wearing kufis, and to stop praying beside the highway.
Ahmed also reported that an announcement was made by
the administrator in the Lounge area stating that people
who pray on the job are making trouble. (Telephone
interview, 1/9/96)
• Serhan was fired from his job at a small auto repair
shop on January 11, 1997, when the owner learned he
was fasting. The owner said, “You will not be able to last
throughout the month! Your performance will suffer
because you don’t eat!” The repair shop owner also said
things like, “What is this Allah.? (The most commonly
used term for “God” in Arabic. Allah is not the “Muslim
God,” but is the same god worshiped by Christians and
Jews) What is this shit?” Serhan claimed to have no
proof to pursue this matter further, and hence was
unwilling to disclose much information to CAIR
because he felt not much could be done. He stated he
was not willing to file a lawsuit because he feared his
search for other employment would be adversely impact
ed by the reference given by his employer. (Telephone
interview, 1/15/96)
Mohamed, an employee at the Renaissance Hotel, in
Washington, District of Columbia, reported that between
March and May, 1996, he was discriminated against by
his supervisors because of his religion. According to
Mohamed, after requesting permission to attend Friday
prayers, he was asked to choose between his job and his
religion. He resigned and brought a complaint against the
hotel to the EEOC on June 26, 1996. Mohamed also stated his supervisor insisted on calling him “Mo” instead of
Mohamed, even after he repeatedly expressed his desire
to be addressed by his full name, as opposed to a short
ened version. CAIR received a copy of a memo dated
April 2, 1996, in which his supervisor addressed him as
“Mo” instead of Mohamed. (Interview with Mohamed
by director of CAIR Research Center, Washington,
District of Columbia, 6/21/96; EEOC Charge of
Discrimination form, 6/26/96; Memo from supervisor to
Mohamed, 4/2/96)
Pamela, who wears hijab to work, stated that on April
10, 1996, she was threatened by her supervisor at the

Innkeeper Motel in Winston Salem, North Carolina. She
was told she must remove her hijab or she would lose her
job. Discriminatory comments were made towards her by
her supervisor in front of other employees. Even though
Pamela is still employed, she fears her job is threatened.
In response to CAIR’s inquiry, the owners of the motel
denied all charges and hired outside legal representation.
The company claims accommodations were made to
accept Pamela’s hijab. (Letter from the hotel’s human
relations coordinator to CAIR, 12/23/96; EEOC Charge
of Discrimination form, 12/5/96; Letters from witnesses,
11/25/96; Letter from CAIR to hotel’s human relations
coordinator, n.d.)
• Omar, an employee of IBM at Charlotte, North
Carolina, says he experienced racism on April 11, 1996,
when his manager referred to him in a derogatory man
ner. Omar and his manager had worked together for
about two years, but according to Omar, once his man
ager found out he was Saudi Arabian, he began to make
derogatory remarks. On one occasion, while his manag
er passed out checks to employees in Omar’s division, he
referred to him as the “tent maker.” This caused others to
laugh and deeply upset Omar, who demanded an apolo
gy. (Written statement of incident supporting Omar’s
claims by a coworker, 4/1 9/96)
• Elalamay of Chicago Ridge, Illinois, claimed his termi
nation on April 18, 1996, was motivated by religious dis
crimination. He was told by his supervisor that business
was slow so he would have to be laid off. When Elalamay
learned that business was picking up, he filed a complaint
with the Human Rights Commission, who ruled in his
favor. On one occasion, a coworker greeted Elalamay,
who wears a beard, with, “Good morning, terrorist.” He
also filed an EEOC charge of discrimination on June 11,
1996. (Phone memo stating verdict, 11/1/96; EEOC
Charge of Discrimination form, 6/11/96)
• According to Khalil of Birmingham, Alabama, in April
1996, he was given a newspaper clipping portraying
Muslims as terrorists and conspirators in the World Trade
Center bombing by his coworkers at the public library
where he works. Khalil attempted to offer his coworkers
some educational literature on Islam. According to
Khalil, he had experienced harassment at work before.
Khalil filed a complaint with the EEOC and awaits
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results. (EEOC affidavit, 5/3/96; Letter from EEOC to
Khalil, 6/30/96; Letter from Khalil to CAIR, 12/17/96)
Omar of El Cajon, California, started working as a wait
er at Denny’s in Chula Vista, on June 8, 1990. According
to Omar, initially. he was allowed to pray in the break
room. but a new manager who took over in early 1996
told him he could no longer pray in the break room for
safety reasons. On May 6, 1996, Omar was fired. CAIR
contacted his employers who denied any form of reli
gious discrimination and claimed Omar was fired as a
result of his poor performance, despite the six years he
spent working at the restaurant. (Letter from restaurant
management to CAIR, 11/15/96; Letter from CAIR to
restaurant’s senior vice president of human resources,
10/22/96)
Abdul Rasheed of Annandale, Virginia, said when he
applied for a job at a store, the manager told him it was
against company policy to consider someone with a
beard for a job, even if it was for religious reasons. When
CAIR inquired about the case, the store offered Abdul
Rasheed an interview. (Telephone interview, 5/8/96)
Naomi claimed that while working for a temporary
placement agency, Kelly Services, she was discriminated
against since she converted to Islam and started wearing
hijab. Prior to wearing the hijab, Naomi didn’t have any
problems with the agency. She used to receive work quite
frequently, but ever since she started wearing hijab, peo
ple at the agency began treating her very rudely and she
was hardly given any assignments. Once after being mis
treated at the office, Naomi made a statement in Spanish
and the clerk, recognizing she was Spanish, asked her if
she was wearing the hijab because her husband was an
Arab. Naomi responded by saying that she wears hijab
for religious reasons. (Telephone interview, 5/13/96)
According to Fatima of Tacoma Park, Maryland, when
she reported for work at Hecht, a department store, she
was asked to adhere to the dress code and not wear a
head covering. However, after some negotiation she was
allowed to wear her head covering to work. (Telephone
interview, 5/15/96)
• Mona is a Manager of Minority Affairs at the American
Association for Retired Persons. However, currently she
has no job description. She was told by her new boss to
work with Muslim groups only, whereas previously she
had been active with all minority groups. Mona had pre

CAIR
viously won a discrimination charge against the boss,
who retaliated later by limiting the amount of Mona’s
work. (Employee Grievance form, 5/15/96)
Mariam of New Orleans, Louisiana, started working
Tulane Xavier Institute for the 21st Century, on May 8,
1996, but was fired on May 16, 1996, before her proba
tion period ended. She claimed her religious dress moti
vated this decision. Later Malik, her husband, who
worked at the same institute, was demoted from manag
er to site inspector when he started wearing Islamic
clothing (kufi, long shirt and loose-fitting pants). Mariam
contacted an attorney as well as the EEOC. (Letter from
Mariam to CAIR, 8/30/96)
Hussain of Bridgeport, Connecticut, claimed he was
discriminated against due to his religious convictions.
Hussain stated during the three months he worked for
Home Depot, a building supply company, he asked man
agement several times to allow him enough time on
Fridays to attend prayers. In return, Hussain offered to
make up missed time by either working longer hours on
Friday or coming in on weekends. Hussain reported the
several requests he put in were ignored by the manage
ment and as a result he was forced to quit and find anoth
er job which would better accommodate his religious
needs. (Telephone interview, 6/11/96)
Muhammad of Clifton, New Jersey, alleged his boss at
Bonds Parade Floats started assigning him menial jobs
and calling him names when he learned Muhammad was
a Muslim. The employer learned that after a local bank
clerk called and asked for Muhammad, using his official
name, and not his nickname, Joseph. (Telephone inter
view, 6/17/96)
According to a letter and American Arbitration
Association documents received from Imam (a Muslim
prayer leader) Dawud, who was working at a correction
al facility for the past four years, in July 1996, he won an
arbitration decision against the correctional facility and
was reinstated as the Imam and awarded $40,000 in back
pay. Imam Dawud felt that because of the arbitration
decision, the acting superintendent started spying on
him. Imam Dawud cited several occasions when he
noticed the superintendent following him, or was unnec
essarily searched. (Letter from Imam Dawud’s counsel to
the American Arbitration Association, 6/5/96; Letter
from Imam Dawud to CAIR, 6/18/96; Letter from
American Arbitration Association to Imam Dawud, n.d.)

CAIR
• Hanan, an Egyptian woman, arrived in the U.S. to begin
her first year of residency at the Medical Center at Tulane
University, in New Orleans, Louisiana. She worked in
the pediatrics department and was doing well until she
received her final report from the department supervisor.
On her previous reports, Hanan had done very well and
received excellent grades; yet on this evaluation she was
given poor grades and she claims much of the report was
inaccurate. She brought this to the attention of her imme
diate supervisor, but he refused to help. On June 24,
1996. Hanan was forced to resign. Hanan wears hijab and
prays; her forced resignation, she says, appears to be the
result of anti-Muslim bias. She would like to return to the
program and awaits a response. (Telephone interview,
7/15/96)
• Tamir, an assistant professor at a Delaware university,
was denied tenure on June 27, 1996. despite excellent
evaluations from students and peers, and fourteen pub
lished articles—a feat unparalleled in his department.
Tamir feels the decision to deny him tenure despite his
excellent credentials must have been based on his ethnic
ity and religion. (Two letters to CAIR from university,
12/31/96 and 11/8/96; Letter from CAIR to university,
10/22/96; Email from Tamir to CAIR, 8/29/96; Letter
from university to Tamir, 6/27/96; Letter of recommen
dation of tenure from peers, 1/12/96)
• According to an article published in the Capital Times
on June 29, 1996, Laila claimed she was ostracized by
her colleagues at the College of Engineering Applied
Superconductivity Center at the University of Wisconsin,
in Madison, Wisconsin, because of her gender and reli
gion. She claimed that her religious beliefs prevented her
from socializing with others in her department and this
caused her to be laid off. Previously, she was denied gen
der equity salary adjustment and opportunities for
advancement, and was subjected to “humiliating” criti
cism in front of male colleagues. Laila contacted an
attorney. (Capital Times, 6/29/96)
• Khadijah of Fontana, California, was asked to take off
her hijab by her employers at Nordstrom, a department
store, on February 4, 1995. She complied but filed a com
plaint with the Department of Fair Employment and
Housing in Los Angeles. On February 25, 1996. she was
permitted to wear hijab again after her attorney spoke to
her employers. On July 5, 1996, she was fired for “not
making her sales quotas.” Khadijah says no other
employee made the quota either, but she was the only one
who was fired. She also stated there were witnesses who
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heard her supervisor say they would fire her. (Letter from
Khadijah to CAIR, n.d.)
Ali, formerly a supervisor in the Denver Postal Service,
in Denver, Colorado, stated that when one of the employ
ees under his supervision began harassing him verbally
and physically, he followed regulatory procedures and
fired the employee. The fired employee, in turn, com
plained to the American Postal Workers’ Union. The
union soon began harassing Ali. following his every
move and “making life very difficult” for him. At that
time Ali’s manager demoted him to clerk, reasoning that
Ali didn’t possess good people skills because of his cul
ture. Ali said he had worked for the U.S. Postal Service
up to sixty-five hours a week for seventeen years and
never missed a day. He has two Bachelors’ degrees and
one Master’s and has been given five certificates of high
performance on the job. Prior to the incident of firing the
employee he had never received any complaints.
Currently he is going through arbitration with the
employee he fired and is appealing to the EEOC to get
his supervisory position back. (Telephone interview,
7/15/96)
• Fatiha stated she was interviewed by St. Raphael
Hospital, in New Haven, Connecticut, for a training pro
gram on emergency room services and public communi
ty relations. The hospital’s officer did not mind her khi
mar (clothing Muslim women wear in public), but
objected to her face veil, claiming some patients would
not feel comfortable with a staff member wearing niqab
(a face veil). After counseling with CAIR staff, Fatiha
decided to remove the niqab. (Telephone interview,
7/17/96)
• Dani. an employee at JC Penney, in McLean, Virginia,
was fired from her job on July 19, 1996 after she refused
to take off her hijab. Two store managers insisted it vio
lated the store’s dress code, and told her to take off the
hijab or to “clock out now.” CAIR demanded the store
issue an instruction to all managers about exceptions to
the dress code, reinstate Dani in her job, pay attorney’s
fees and offer her financial compensation for emotional
distress. JC Penney offered Dani her job back and said
that her hijab would be “welcome” at work. The compa
ny also committed itself to distributing a clarification of
policy on Islamic dress to store managers nationwide.
(CAIR News, Fall, 1996; Letter from company to Dani’s
attorney, 8/21/96; Washington Post, 8/8/96; Letter from
company’s local store manager to CAIR, 8/7/96)
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• On July 24, 1996, a week after the TWA flight 800
explosion, Nayef and Hani, government engineers, went
to a government office in New York City for a business
meeting. Upon learning from the receptionist that the
office had moved to a new building, they inquired about
the new address. Two women standing with the recep
tionist asked whether they were Arabs, and then pro
ceeded to demand whether they wanted the new address
so they could bomb it, like they had bombed the airplane.
Deeply offended, Nayef and Hani filed a complaint with
the EEOC office. On August 5, 1996, they received a let
ter of apology. (Letter from the human resource special
ist to Nayef and Hani, 8/5/96; Letter from Nayef and
Hani to the human resource specialist, 7/24/96)
• Hawa, formerly employed at JC Penney, in Springfield,
Virginia, was fired on February 22, 1995, because of her
frequent complaints to her supervisors. Hawa was
allegedly being harassed by other employees who joked
about her lifestyle. Since she did not date, Hawa was told
she “did not fit in.” After reporting the harassment to her
supervisors, Hawa was told, “We can’t stop people from
talking, so you’d better go.” Hawa filed a complaint
against the company, and one of her supervisors for sex
ual harassment and wrongful discharge, with the Fairfax
County, Virginia, Human Rights Commission. The com
mission, according to Hawa, failed to investigate the
charge against the supervisor who harassed her. On
August 5, 1996, the commission concluded there were no
reasonable grounds to believe that discrimination had
occurred. Hawa has taken her case to the EEOC to be
reviewed. (Fairfax County Human Rights Commission
judgment, 8/5/96; Fairfax County Human Rights
Commission complaint form, 4/13/95)
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Virginia, the office personnel made religiously insensi
tive remarks, telling her she was dressed unprofessional
ly. She was told by her supervisor that the company did
not want Giana in their front office because “of this tur
ban-like thing” that Giana wore. The supervisor also stat
ed on October 13, 1994, she thought Giana was wearing
a Halloween costume. Giana took the case to the State
Human Rights Commission and the EEOC. The Human
Rights Commission ruled against the supervisor.
(Telephone interview, 8/16/96)
Ahmed, a recent immigrant physician in Charleston,
West Virginia, said he received a threatening phone call
at his clinic. The caller had identified himself as a “red
neck” and stated, “I am gonna chop your head off. I don’t
like f
foreigners.” Ahmed reported the call to the
police. (Telephone interview, 8/20/96)
According to a report received by CAIR, Argyle Middle
School in Silver Spring, Maryland, refused to allow a
Muslim teacher to wear his kufi at work. The issue was
resolved when CAIR sent a letter to the school explain
ing the significance of the kufi to some practicing
Muslims. (Letter from CAIR to school administration,
9/4/96)
A professor from Silver Spring, Maryland, reported he
was not given tenure at a Washington, District of
Columbia, university due to religious and racial bias
against him. He stated he had appealed to the Faculty
Grievance Committee and also hired an attorney.
(Interview with director of CAIR Research Center,
Washington, District of Columbia, 9/11/96; Final sum
mary statement from Faculty Grievance Commission
Hearing Panel, 12/12/95)

• Samer, an engineer at National Semiconductor in Santa
Clara, California, complained his supervisor was giving
him bad reviews, since the supervisor was of the opinion
that someone of Arab origin could not possibly work
well. Samer feared he might be fired. According to
Samer, another Arab interviewed for a job by his super
visor told Samer he was asked whether he was from the
West Bank. The candidate, who answered in the affirma
tive, reportedly did not get the job. Samer reported he
filed charges with the EEOC and Department of Fair
Employment and Housing. (Telephone interview,
8/13/96; Employee’s diary, 6/17/96)

Belkacen, an engineering professor in New York City,
claimed he was not offered tenure even though the dean
had praised his work. Belkacen stated he also brought in
grants but the dean and four other professors in the
department were discriminating against him by not offer
ing him tenure. They would, he stated, constantly talk
about religion with him. The professor also sponsors the
local Muslim Students Association and felt his not being
offered tenure could be due to bias on the part of the dean
against active, practicing Muslims. (Telephone interview,
9/11/96)

• Giana of Fort Belvoir, Virginia, stated when she visited
the Manpower Office, a temporary agency in Arlington,

• While working as a sheet metal apprentice, Mark was
allegedly laid off on November 12, 1996, because he
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desired time off for Friday prayer. The union boss
allegedly said, “Your religion is a burden. Your religious
requirements are a burden. No company would accom
modate your needs. Go work for Muslims if you want so
you could have Fridays off.” When CAIR contacted the
company and union, Mark was given a work schedule
that allowed him to take Fridays off, while working the
required time during the rest of the week. (Telephone
interview, 11/4/96)
Hawwa claimed she had been fired from her job on
September 15, 1996. for wearing hijab. She had been
hired on September 8, 1996, as a part-time cashier at
Bradlees in Enfield, Connecticut. On her first day at
work she was told by a supervisor she could not wear
hijab to work, but when informed that it was for religious
reasons, the supervisor agreed. On September 15, a man
ager questioned her about the hijab again and told her
that it was against the dress code. Hawwa insisted that it
wasn’t since only hats were mentioned in the dress code.
The manager said that while religion was not a factor in
hiring decisions, employees had to adhere to the dress
code or he could get into trouble, hence if she wore her
hijab to work. she would be fired. Hawwa said since she
could not stop practicing her religion, the only option
was to stop working. (Telephone interview, n.d.)
Nazaarah from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who works
as a guest services telephone operator at Marriott Hotel
at Philadelphia Airport, stated she was told by her super
visor she couldn’t wear her hijab while on duty. She
approached the director of operations about wearing her
hijab, and was told hijab was not part of the standard uni
form. She then complained to the manager and later to
the personnel department on January 10, 1997, and got
the same response. When she offered to show them a
copy of An Employer’s Guide to Islamic Religious
Practices, she was told she could wear her hijab until
they received the pamphlet and a decision was reached.
Eventually the management allowed her to wear hijab.
(Telephone interview, 9/19/96)
Abdullah, a Muslim residing in Frederick, Maryland,
claimed he was being harassed by colleagues at work
because of his religious beliefs. Therefore he contacted
the president of the contracting company. In a letter dated
November 18, 1996, the employer stated that the allega
tions were isolated incidents that had been dealt with.
(Letter from company to CAIR, 11/19/96; Letter from
company to Abdullah, 11/18/96; Letter from Abdullah to
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CAIR, 9/19/96; Telephone interview, 9/19/96)
Jamaal from Louisville, Kentucky, claimed he was
denied the right to take time off on Fridays to attend
prayer by his supervisor at Chesapeake Packaging
Company. Jamaal was willing to make up missed time
during the rest of the week. He said he filed a complaint
with the EEOC. (Telephone interview, 9/23/96)
• Abdullah, a worker at Excell Services in Tempe,
Arizona. was denied the right to wear a kufi to work.
Abdullah was told by the company supervisor on
September 27, 1996, to remove the kufi because it was
against company policy. (Abdullah’s personal notes sum
marizing incidents, 9/27/96)
• Sulayman of Arlington, Virginia, complained he was
discriminated against by his manager at a department
store in Pentagon City, Virginia. According to Sulayman,
his hours had been cut and he was not being paid equi
tably. The manager was heard saying that he didn’t like
Middle Easterners. Another Muslim employee quit due
to pressure and mistreatment by management. When
Sulayman tried to file a complaint with the personnel
office, he was ignored. (Telephone interview, 9/30/96)
• Omran was denied the right to pray in his cubicle dur
ing work hours. The director of Project Seed in Detroit,
where Omran works as a math teacher, told him on
September 30, 1996, it was “inappropriate to pray in the
office where everybody could see him.” He was told to
pray outside. When Omran asked if he would be allowed
the time to pray, the director denied him his request.
Furthermore, the director even stated she would fire him
if he continued praying in the office. The director even
tually decided to let Omran and another Muslim employ
ee pray in the conference room. (Telephone interview,
10/4/96)
• Moises of Brooklyn, New York, who wears a kufi, com
plained that while making a delivery to Cacque Food Inc.
on behalf of Food Dynasty, he was physically assaulted
by employees at the delivery site who yelled, “Dirty f-Muslims, don’t come back.” Moises filed charges
against them and they were arrested. Moises was fired by
Food Dynasty after the incident. (Letter from CAIR to
management, 10/27/96; Telephone interview, 9/30/96)
• Ahmad, a professor at Kansas State University in
Witchitta, Kansas, reported he faced a tough battle attain-
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ing tenure due to the alleged prejudice on the part of the
advisory committee and the president’s office who, he
believed, had ignored his job performance. Ahmad
received a split vote on his tenure. (Letter from universi
ty to CAIR, 10/2/96; Letter from CAIR to university,
10/1/96)
Tanvir of Long Island, New York, claimed she was
harassed because of her ethnicity and religion. She is a
social worker at the Montefiore Medical Center where
she stailed working three years ago. According to Tanvir,
her supervisor began harassing her once her probation
period was over. At one point, the supervisor even called
Tanvir at home and reprimanded her about her work. The
supervisor also attempted to terminate her position,
claiming she dismissed a patient without the family’s
permission. After reviewing her documents, the adminis
tration reinstated her. Tanvir also learned through the
union that her pay was less than that of other union mem
bers. When her supervisor began to pressure her to leave
her job, she filed a complaint with the EEOC and the
State Division of Human Rights of New York. Once
Tanvir hired an attorney, the administration fired the
supervisor who was found to be at fault by the EEOC.
The employer is not willing to pay Tanvir unemployment
compensation for the times she was suspended.
Furthermore, the administration is not willing to pay her
commensurate to her experience since her experience
from Pakistan was not factored, even though union rules
would count that experience. (Letter from medical center
to CAIR, 10/14/96; New York State Division of Human
Rights complaint form, 2/9/96)
According to Mohammad, a lot attendant in Arlington,
Virginia, he was repeatedly called a terrorist by the assis
tant service manager, who asked others to check the cars
that Mohammad parked for bombs, and subjected him to
harassment. The assistant service manager, who admitted
calling Mohammad a terrorist in jest. was reprimanded
by the company with a warning letter following
Mohammad’s complaint to the service manager.
Mohammad left his job the next day, on June 20, 1995,
and filed a complaint with the Arlington County Human
Rights Commission on July 3, 1995. The commission
dismissed the case on October 15, 1996, stating no evi
dence of discrimination had been found. (Interview with
Mohammad by Ijaz Chaudhry, 11/22/96; Letter from
Mohammad to EEOC & Arlington County Human
Rights Commission, 10/ 3 1/96; Investigative report from
Arlington County Human Rights Commission, 10/15/96;
Letter from Arlington County Human Rights

Commission to Mohammad. 8/30/95)
Nadra, a secretary at ABC News Operation in New
York, New York, complained of harassment by her super
visor because of her Islamic attire. On numerous occa
sions her supervisor made insensitive comments towards
Nadra. On one occasion, her supervisor told Nadra to buy
new clothes because “when we move to the new location
you will be made to dress as a normal person.” Other
times, Nadra was asked, “When will you take the rag off
your head? Your hair needs some air because it is going
to stink.” After Nadra’s numerous complaints she was
transferred to another office. (Telephone interview,
10/16/96)
Qudsiyah of Hyattsville, Maryland, claimed she was
not given a teaching position in a Prince George’s
County school due to bias on part of the employer.
According to Qudsiyah, over the phone the prospective
employer sounded enthusiastic and interested in her
qualifications. When Qudsiyah went for the interview
with her hijab, the employer became disinterested and
did not offer her a position. Qudsiyah filed charges with
the EEOC and the Human Relations Commission.
(Letter from Qudsiyah to CAIR, 10/23/96; Letter from
Prince George’s County Government Human Relations
Committee to Qudsiyah, 8/31/95; Telephone interview,
10/22/96; EEOC Charge of Discrimination form,
8/29/95)
• According to Shadia, who works for Office Max, an
office supplies store, in Sugarland, Texas, on October 23,
1996, she was told by the retail store’s general manager
that the hijab she wore violated the dress code. The gen
eral manager added, “If you take off your scarf, you can
continue.” Upon CAIR’s mediation Shadia was offered
her job back. (Letter from CAIR to acting general coun
selor, 10/28/96)
• Latifa. an assistant chef at the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) Marriott in Washington, District of
Columbia, was struck on October 29, 1996, by the com
pany’s French chef, who claimed, “I hit you before you
could hit me.” She took up the case with the manage
ment, which failed to take immediate action against the
chef. The chef harassed her continually, especially after
the unfolding of international events between France and
Algeria. As a result of being physically assaulted, Latifa
had to visit a doctor, and missed work for two days after
the incident. She finally went to the Washington, District

of Columbia, police who gave her a slip with a telephone
number to call. They told her she had to call from work.
However, Latifa said she was afraid this course of action
would harm her even more. On January 7, 1997, Latifa
called to say the offender was fired. (Interview with
Latifa by Isra’a Abdul-Rahman, 10/31/96; Doctor’s
report received from Latifa, 10/29/96)
Alicia of L.andover Hills, Maryland, claimed her super
visor at Ruby Tuesday’s told her she could not wear her
head scarf to work. She filed a complaint with the
Arlington Human Relations Committee. When CAIR
intervened, Alicia was allowed to wear her head scarf to
work. (Letters from Alicia to CAIR. 11/19/96 and
11/12/96; Letter from manager to Alicia, 11/8/96;
Telephone interview, 11/2/96)
Mahmoud of Salt Lake City, Utah, asserted that he had
a medical condition which required frequent doctor vis
its, and due to his national origin (Arab) and his medical
condition, his boss was trying to get rid of him. On
November 18, 1996, his boss asked Mahmoud’s wife had
Mahmoud been a Palestinian policeman, and he an
Israeli soldier, would Mahmoud have shot him.
(Telephone interview, 11/18/96)
• Salim of Baltimore, Maryland, claimed he was harassed
at Woodhaven Pharmacy where he worked. Two cowork
ers not only made comments about Islam but also wrote
a derogatory poem about the Prophet Muhammad. Salim
tried to file a case with the EEOC, but to no avail. His
boss attempted to negotiate and give him four weeks of
paid training in exchange for the case being dropped.
(Telephone interview, 12/6/96)
• Mahmoud of Alexandria, Virginia, claimed he was
passed over for promotion because he did not socialize
with his bosses, while his coworkers who went to bars
and restaurants for social activities with the supervisors
were promoted. (Telephone interview, 12/9/96)
• According to Gihan, a Clinical Nurse Specialist at
Veterans’ Affairs Medical Center in Vienna, Virginia. on
December 10, 1996, she was told by the director she
should limit her work to Muslim patients only. Gihan
reported the matter to the EEOC and filed a complaint of
religious discrimination with them. She also contacted
CAIR and the American Muslim Council. (Letter from
CAIR to director of hospital, 1/7/97; Department of
Veterans Affairs Complaint of Discrimination form,

9/5/96; Letter from Gihan to the American Muslim
Council, 8/20/96)
• Lule’s right to religious freedom was violated by his
supervisors and coworkers of Northeast Security, in
Boston, Massachusetts. A coworker not only kicked, but
also wiped his feet on Lule’s prayer-rug on one occasion.
According to Lule, higher-ups in the company stated no
one wanted to hear anymore about Lule’s praying. Lule
stated that he had been given an ultimatum: either stop
praying at work or quit his job. He agreed to stop pray
ing but the discrimination continued and his hours were
reduced. Finally Lule resigned and filed charges with the
Massachusetts Committee on Discrimination and was
awarded $350,000 on December 16, 1996. (The Boston
Globe, 12/16/96)
• Maryam of Falls Church, Virginia, complained that she
was facing religious discrimination at Roy Rogers, where
she worked. Maryam stated she was not allowed to begin
work until she modified her head scarf. Upon being con
tacted, CAIR mediated in the matter and Maryam was
allowed to report to work wearing her head scarf. (Letter
from restaurant management to CAIR, 12/19/96; Letter
from CAIR to restaurant management, 12/17/96;
Telephone interview, 12/17/96)
• On July 2, 1991, James, Gerald, Julius, Jamal, and
Richard all filed suit against an organization affiliated
with a church, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, claiming
they were discriminated against on the basis of their reli
gion. They had been employed at the homeless shelter
since 1990 or 1991. When the organization directing the
homeless shelter changed, each of the five men had to
resubmit an application for employment, and none of
them were re-hired. Although the organization stated it
had not hired any of the former employees, James et al.,
claimed a former non-Muslim employee had been re
hired. They felt they had been discriminated against
because they are Muslims. (Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Human Relations Committee summary
charge, 12/19/96)
Muzna, a student at Lee College in Huntsville, Texas,
stated she came to the United States from Oman to fur
ther her education and career opportunities. Muzna, who
wears hijab, lives with her two older sisters who don’t
wear hijab, and works part-time in her uncle’s retail
store. Her uncle and two sisters have placed tremendous
pressure on her to take off her hijab because her uncle
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says he will lose business. Muzna feels her relatives
believe it hurts their image to be associated with her. She
stated her relatives recently told her if she insisted on
wearing her hijab, she should go back to Oman.
(Telephone interview. 12/24/96)

tion. Out of fear, however, they did not return to work.
Their next job in Memphis, Tennessee, was terminated
because their supervisor objected to their Muslim attire
and request to be granted prayer time. (Telephone inter
view, 1/29/97)

• Marie, an employee at McDonald’s in Sugarcreek,
Ohio, reported that she was subjected to harassment and
discrimination by coworkers because of her head cover
ing. Marie also charged that she was subjected to sexual
harassment as well. At one time a trainee manager
allegedly put a black trash bag on her head and said,
“Look, I’m Marie.” Another reportedly said that “her god
is probably a cow” and made sexually suggestive
remarks. According to Marie, although she complained
to the supervisor, her complaints were either downplayed
or ignored. CAIR wrote a letter to the company’s CEO
on Marie’s behalf. The company responded to Marie’s
complaints in a letter stating there were violations of its
nondiscrimination policy. Consequently the individuals
involved were disciplined. (Letter from company to
CAIR, I / 13/97; Letter from CAIR to company, 12/26/96)

Altaf of Annandale, Virginia, stated his requests for
work schedule change during Ramadan (the month of
fasting) had been honored for the past four years, but this
time his request was not being honored. An EEOC repre
sentative claimed that a replacement was needed to allow
Altaf to change his schedule. However, no one was will
ing to change his or her schedule. Altaf claims, however,
that management allowed other employees time off dur
ing the previous peak season of Christmas without ask
ing for replacements. (Letter from Altaf to CAIR,
1/13/97; Letter from Altaf to supervisor, 1/9/97:
Telephone interview, 1/9/97)

• Basman, an engineer at Motorola in Orland Park,
Illinois, complained of religious insensitivity when his
coworkers and boss ordered alcoholic beverages at a
restaurant. He had told them that if they wanted to order
alcohol he would rather not go with them. Basman was
not given the promotion he was eligible for and conclud
ed the denial was due to his religious convictions.
(Interview with Basman by director of CAIR Research
Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/29/96; Telephone interview,
12/29/96)
• Noufal and his wife, Suad, an immigrant couple and
parents of six children, reported that they had stopped
working for a manufacturer in Memphis, Tennessee, as a
result of incessant discrimination and harassment by
coworkers. The couple alleged that they first encountered
discrimination on the job when their supervisor started
telling Suad to take off her hijab and “go home.” The sit
uation took a turn for the worse when their coworkers
started harassing them for praying in the boardroom. The
couple reported that their supervisor was aware of the
frequent harassment and discrimination but did not take
action. The couple reported they finally took the matter
to the head of the factory, who signed a Negotiation
Settlement Agreement, stating that if they did not file a
complaint formally, she would see to it that they went
back to work without fear of harassment or discrimina

• Jamie of Marietta, Georgia, complained her manager
had a problem with her head covering. The manager told
Jamie that religion should be kept at home and not
brought into the office where people could see it. The
manager also told Jamie, “Take off the head covering
while you are working.” (Telephone interview, 1/10/97)
• Saeed of Washington, District of Columbia, claimed he
was eligible for a position, but was not hired, and even
tually found out the job was canceled altogether. He
maintained that the job was canceled so he would not be
hired. He later appealed to the EEOC. Saeed believed he
was discriminated against because of his Muslim name.
(Telephone interview, 1/17/97)
• Hana from Troy, Missouri, claimed her coworkers
taunted her for not having a boyfriend. According to
Hana, the managers of the store reassigned her to the
bakery so she wouldn’t be harassed. Hana claims that
another manager would not allow her any breaks. She
also stated that he treated another Arab employee in the
same manner. Finally she complained to the union about
the situation and they set up a meeting. (Telephone inter
view, 1/17/97)
• Abid. a computer specialist residing in Rockville,
Maryland, applied for a job through a newspaper adver
tisement during January 1995. On January 17, 1997,
Abid reported that he was one of seven candidates select
ed, and was placed at the top of the list due to his high
est score. In a complaint to the EEOC, he stated he was
not hired because of his religion and national origin.
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Instead, Abid said, the candidate with the lowest score
and least qualifications was hired. (Telephone interview,
1/17/97)
Jamal of Richmond, Virginia, stated he was dismissed
from employment on January 26, 1995. He claims that
management did not want to continue to employ him,
especially since he was near a promotion. According to
Jamal, the president, vice-president and the branch vicepresident made verbal comments about his religion
(Islam) and national origin (Iraqi). Jamal feels his dis
missal was motivated by his religion and race and cites
the case of another Asian engineer who was also dis
missed. At the time of Jamal’s dismissal there were three
international employees with the company. The vicepresident of the company reportedly justified his actions
as “an effort to clean the company of all foreigners.”
Subsequently the EEOC approved his filing for a Title
VII action. (Telephone interview, 1/21/97)
Samiyyah, an employee at a Holiday Inn hotel in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, approached the general man
ager on January 13, 1997, informing him of her decision
to begin wearing a head scarf. The general manager said
he could not allow this since it was not part of the desig
nated uniform. Samiyyah went to Human Resources
where she was told the same thing. It was also stated,
“We would have to allow Jews to wear the yarmulke.”
Eventually she was permitted to wear hijab.
(Philadelphia Daily News, 1/27/97)
Jackie, who works as a security officer, claimed she had
been ordered to remove her hijab while at work. Jackie,
who resides in Landover, Maryland, converted to Islam
in September, 1996, and told her project captain that
from then on she would be wearing a scarf under her hat
at work. A few days later, according to Jackie, her project
captain intimated she could no longer wear the scarf at
work. After conferring with two people, one of them a
Muslim who stressed the importance of wearing hijab,
the project captain ordered Jackie to stop wearing the
hijab at work. On January 27, 1997, Jackie made an
appointment with her manager to further discuss the
problem. (Telephone interview, 1/27/97)
According to Angela of Cleveland, Ohio, on January
28, 1997, she was sent home from work because she
refused to remove her head scarf. Angela was told by her
supervisor that her head scarf violated their dress code
and she could not wear it at work. (Letter from CAIR to
site administrator, 1/28/97)
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• Lashell works as a mail clerk for a small law firm in
Gaithersburg, Maryland. She stated she was not allowed
to wear her hijab to work following her maternity leave.
She finally took up the matter with management and
explained her situation. According to Lashell, she was
told “they don’t have religious preferences or privileges”
and her hijab must be taken off for office appearances;
eventually the company agreed to let Lashell wear her
hijab to work. (Telephone interview, 1/28/97)
• Caroline of Maryland stated the general manager of the
store where she works told her she could not wear her
head scarf, which she started wearing after her conver
sion to Islam. Caroline stated that her Sikh coworkers
were permitted to wear turbans. When she questioned the
general manager about this, he called the EEOC; where
by she was told that she would need written permission
stating precisely where in the Quran it says it is manda
tory. In response, Caroline provided her manager with a
copy of CAIR’s An Employer’s Guide to Islamic
Religious Practices. After reading the pamphlet, the man
agement reportedly allowed her to wear her head scarf to
work. (Letter from Caroline to CAIR, 2/27/97;
Telephone interview, 1/29/97)
Jamila, a Labor and Employee Relations Specialist,
claimed her supervisor in Washington, District of
Columbia, made insensitive comments towards her such
as, “I don’t believe your holiday is a real holiday!” The
supervisor also made religiously insensitive comments
about her dress, and did not reprimand coworkers who
referred to Jamila as “terrorist.” Jamila also complained
that she had been given an unreasonably excessive work
load. She reported these incidents to the EEOC as well as
contacted an attorney. Recently Jamila said she learned
that her case will be assigned to an EEOC investigator.
(Letter from Jamila to CAIR, 3/5/97 Letter from Jamila’s
attorney to EEOC, 1/30/97; Telephone interview,
1/30/97; Letter from Jamila to EEOC counselor, 7/5/96)
• On January 27, 1997, Farook, who worked as a dataentry clerk in Fairfax, Virginia, wore a kufi to work.
According to Farook, he said, “Hi” to the company
owner, who upon noticing his kufi, told him he could not
wear it to work since it violated the “unwritten” office
dress-code. Farook stated the owner said he had read the
Quran (Islam’s scripture) and it did not mention anything
about wearing a kufi. He also allegedly remarked “caps
and shit on their heads” at one point during the discus
sion. Upon receiving the case, CAIR wrote a letter to the
management. Later Farook was fired for wearing what he
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believes is a religiously-mandated skull cap. (Telephone
interview, 1/30/97)
On Saturday, February 1, 1997, Washington Times
reported that Sunni Khalid, reportedly the only black for
eign staff reporter working for National Public Radio
(NPR), filed a lawsuit for $2 million against the network
for being denied the same assignments, compensation,
promotions and support that the network provides other
journalists. According to the newspaper account. Sunni
charged he was often refused basic support for overseas
work, such as translators, hazardous-duty pay and lan
guage training, for which other reporters are routinely
compensated; and that his pay was lower than most other
overseas newspeople. Sunni further charged that a
promise of promotion made to him by the vice-president
for news and information, was broken last May when he
was denied promotion from reporter to correspondent.
(Washington Times, 2/1/1997)
• On February 4, 1997, Kwame, a security officer of
Suitland, Maryland, reported to work as usual, but by the
end of the day he had been terminated. The reason cited
for his dismissal was complaints received by the compa
ny. Kwarne denied this, saying that all complaints had
been fabricated. According to Kwame, he was harassed
ever since he started working, particularly during
Ramadan. Kwame claimed one supervisor made com
ments such as “Muslims get on my nerves.” (Telephone
interview, 2/4/97)
• On January 31, 1997, Mouloud was fired from his job
as restaurant manager at a hotel in Denver, Colorado,
after attending Friday prayers. According to affidavits
from coworkers and his supervisor, the hotel manage
ment was aware that Mouloud took time off on Fridays
from 11:30 to 1:30 to attend prayer at a nearby mosque.
At the time Mouloud was hired, it was agreed upon that
the prayer time would be accorded to him. But on Friday,
January 31, 1997. when Mouloud returned, he was told
by the hotel’s executive chef that he was terminated
because he left during a busy time of day. Mouloud
reported he had informed the hotel’s general manager he
was leaving. (Letter from Mouloud to CAIR, 2/4/97)
According to a New Jersey Sunday Star-Ledger article
published on February 9, 1997, an African-American
firefighter, Ibrahim, was fired on December 22. 1996,
because he refused to shave his beard. which he wears for
religious reasons. For years his beard was not a problem
until he had a disagreement with his commanding offi
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cer, and then it became an issue. In October 1994 he was
asked to shave his beard, and upon his refusal, he was
fired despite having a clean record. The EEOC investi
gated the matter and concluded the Newark Fire
Department’s regulation, prohibiting beards or other
facial hair on the chin or lower jawbone, violated
Ibrahim’s rights. The Newark Fire Department insists
this rule was created to insure safety. The newspaper
quoted a spokeswoman as saying that Ibrahim had dis
obeyed departmental rules requiring firemen to trim their
beards to ensure that oxygen masks seal tightly on the
face. The matter had been turned over to the U.S. Justice
Department to decide whether it will take legal action
against the city if a compromise cannot be reached.
Ibrahirn’s lawyer filed a federal complaint with the
EEOC, and Newark was found to have violated Ibrahim’s
religious freedom. Some municipalities have barred fire
men from wearing beards despite court challenges. (New
Jersey Star Ledger, 2/9/97)
• On February 9, 1997, Elizabeth of Delry Beach,
Florida, was fired by her manager when she wore her
head scarf to work. According to Elizabeth, she had been
hired four weeks earlier, and soon won the praise of her
supervisors for outstanding performance. It was only
when she wore her head scarf to work that she was dis
criminated against and eventually fired. CAIR took up
the matter with the management, sending them a letter on
February 11, 1997, on Elizabeth’s behalf and requesting
she be re-hired. (Letter from CAIR to management,
2/11/97)
• Mikael of Fort Meyers, Florida, reported when he was
hired by a school district in 1995, he told his supervisor
he needed to attend Friday prayers, and was told it was
his constitutional right to practice his religion. When a
new supervisor took over, she told Mikael at the begin
ning of the year that she wasn’t sure whether he was
allowed to take time off for Friday prayers. On February
11, 1997, she told him they would not be renewing his
contract because of the time he takes off for Friday
prayers. Mikael told her they could either deduct missed
time from his paycheck or he could make up the time by
teaching a class at the nearby housing project. The school
has disputed his charges. (Telephone interview, 2/12/97)
• Perveen, a medical lab technician and student in
Houston, Texas, complained she was discriminated
against and harassed by her department head. According
to Perveen, it began when she applied to join a class
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taught by the department head of Medical Lab
Technicians. Allegedly, she delayed Perveen’s entrance
to the class, and also told her to take off her hijab since it
was not a part of the hospital dress-code and patients
were unfamiliar with it. At Perveen’s refusal, the depart
ment head made her class assignments harder. The next
semester she had to take another class with the depart
ment head, who told the class that students with the high
est grade point averages would be offered hospital rota
tions first. Perveen, who says she fulfilled the criterion,
had still not had a turn. When she finally confronted the
department head about hospital rotations, she was told
because the hospital rotation day fell on the same day as
a class she was taking, so she could not go. She was also
told she had to pass a test in order to be assigned hospi
tal rotation. Finally in January 1997, Perveen was told
she had failed the test. Perveen did not take any action
since she felt no one would believe her. (Telephone inter
view, 2/14/97)
Basel of Pennsylvania claimed his manager and his
crew of five dispatchers called him on the first day of
work to give him directions, and upon hearing his
answering machine message, laughed and made fun of
him. Basel has Arabic music taped on his answering
machine message. According to him, they called four or
five times and laughed at his message. On his first day at
work, they all made fun of his place of origin remarking,
“Now we can send you to Egypt with all those camels”
and mocked his accent. Basel claimed he quit after he
heard them talking in this manner since he felt things
would only get worse with time. He reported his situation
to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the
Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, who said
they would investigate the matter. (Telephone interview,
2/14/97)
• Hassan of Washington, District of Columbia, com
plained he was harassed while working as a firefighter
and Emergency Medical Technician. He was constantly
subject to verbal abuse for wanting to pray, wear a kufi,
attend Friday prayers and grow a beard. (Telephone
interview, 2/24/97)
• Hassan of Washington, District of Columbia, stated he
was a victim of discrimination and abuse since he con
verted to Islam and changed his name. He was subjected
to harassment and verbal abuse on several occasions and
feels as though he was treated as a threat by coworkers.
An alarming incident occurred that resulted in his filing
a complaint with the EEOC. A chemical agent, similar to
mace or pepper spray, was released in his work space.
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This incident was handled with apathy and insensitivity.
The administration even joked that perhaps the substance
originated from his desk. (Telephone interview, 2/28/97)
• Faten from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, claimed she was
fired from her job as a sales associate the day before Eid
(a holiday), after requesting the day off. Her termination
notice was based on tardiness, although she claims that
she was discriminated against since her numerous efforts
to contact and meet with members of the Human
Resources Department had been fruitless. She spoke with
the EEOC who have elected to begin an initial process.
(Telephone interview, 3/3/97)
• Loretta of Newburgh. New York, stated her superiors
were dissatisfied with her after she let them know of her
desire to wear the hijab three years ago. She has been a
corrections officer for ten years at the Downstate
Correctional Facility. According to her husband, a
sergeant told her, “You could be a Muslim off duty, but
while on duty, you belong to the state.” (Telephone inter
view, 1/15/97)
• Rose, a flight attendant of Charlotte, North Carolina,
said she was told not to wear hijab to work. She planned
to attend a training course on April 1, 1997, but it is still
not clear whether she will be able to wear her hijab to
work. (Letter from CAIR to management, 3/1 1/97;
Telephone interview, 3/4/97)
• Zayd, a power plant engineer in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, stated that on March 5, 1997, he was dis
missed from his job for religious reasons. He was asked
to tuck in his loose shirt and remove his skullcap, both of
which he wears for religious reasons. He filed complaints
with the company’s personnel department and with the
Maryland Human Rights Commission. Zayd’s grievance
hearing was denied since it was concluded that he
responded in a manner that was not conducive to com
promise. (Letter from Maryland Human Rights
Commission to Zayd, 1/7/97; Maryland Human Rights
Commission Denial of Grievance form to Zayd,
10/17/96; Fair Employment Practices Committee Charge
of Discrimination form, 9/10/96; Letter from EEOC to
Zayd, 10/7/96; Notice of discharge, 9/12/96)
• Aisha reported after presenting her employer in
Washington, District of Columbia, with the Employers
Guide to Islamic Religious Practices, she was allowed to
attend Friday prayers. Previously, Aisha had requested
time off for Friday prayers and the company insisted she
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explain why she needed to be absent for so long. (Letter
from Aisha to CAIR, 3/5/97)
• Bilal, a security officer from Paterson, New Jersey, stat
ed that in early December 1996, he requested permission
from his boss to attend Friday prayers. He offered to give
up his lunch hour during the week in order to take time
off on Fridays, and even agreed to participate in Friday
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prayers at work, with other Muslim employees, if given
a room to use. All of his requests were denied, and he
claims that his supervisor even insinuated if workers con
tinue to go to Friday prayers, they will be fired. He and
five Muslim coworkers filed complaints against the com
pany, contacted an attorney and the EEOC. (Telephone
interview, 3/10/97)
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SCHO OLS
• According to Zakwan of Arlington, Texas, fifteen stu
dents in his class harassed him, threw pencils and erasers
at him, and called him a devil-worshipper. They also said
“his devil wouldn’t protect him,” and “their God would
win.” Deeply upset, Zakwan’s father, Radwan spoke to
the school principal about the matter, and considered
moving his son to another class. On March 5, 1996.
Zakwan was going home when he spotted the offenders
and stopped to talk to them. Zakwan was then assaulted
and needed surgery for a broken nose. The incident was
reported to the police, and felony charges were filed. The
District Attorney lowered the charges to a misdemeanor.
(Telephone interview, 3/20/96)
Jacqueline of Chicago, Illinois, stated that in a seminar
at her children’s school, speakers presented a slanted
view of Middle Eastern wars. The two guest speakers
praised Israel and denounced Egypt. CAIR advised
Jacqueline to demand the school provide another speak
er to present an opposing perspective. She eventually
arranged to have a speaker from the Egyptian Consulate
in Chicago give a lecture. (Telephone interview, 5/22/96)
• Mustafa, a recent immigrant from Jordan, said that kids
at a local high school in Chicago, Illinois, harassed his
son after he wore an “I love Jordan” T-shirt to school.
The offenders mocked the name of the country and called
his son “camel jockey.” (Telephone interview, 5/30/96)
• According to Tammie, a student at a Chicago universi
ty, after the Israeli bombing of Lebanon, the MSA set up
a table on campus, on June 7, 1996, with the permission
of the school. While handing out leaflets, Tammie was
accosted by a few students handing out counter leaflets,
who proceeded to harass students at the Muslim
Students’ Association’s table. One of the students
allegedly accosted Tammie, asking her what her propa
ganda was about. When Tammie asked him his name, he
stuck his middle finger out at her. Tammie reported the
incident to the police and the dean of the university.
(Interview with Tammie by director of CAIR Research
Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/30/96)
• According to an article published in The Miami Herald
on August 29, 1996, Rashid’s football scholarship was
not renewed for the 1996 season. Rashid claims the ath
letic department did not appreciate him, an African-

American, missing Friday afternoon practice so he could
attend Friday prayers, even though he had previously
cleared the issue with the coach. The reason for denying
the renewal of the scholarship was termed as “a failure to
fulfill team requirements and violation of team policies.”
However, over a telephone conversation, the coach
informed him that the reason was due to poor academic
performance even though records prove Rashid was in
good standing at the university. On numerous instances
the coaching staff made derogatory remarks to Rashid.
On September 7, 1996, one coach said, “Hey, Darius,
well Rashid or whatever you changed your f----ing name
to, you were quicker before you started praying to that
Buddha or whatever you pray to.” On another occasion,
the same coach said, “Hey, Rashid, you can’t hear a
ing thing. You need to stop learning that Islamic lan
guage and learn English again.” Rashid mentioned a
number of athletes who had been convicted of drug use
and who had not maintained attendance. but were not
terminated. (Letter from the university to CAIR,
9/23/96; Letter from CAIR to university president,
9/19/96; Miami Herald, 8/29/96; Letter from Rashid to
CAIR, 7/11/96)
An Ohio school system rejected a Muslim family’s
request to provide non-pork food items for their fiveyear-old son. The family in Columbus, Ohio, enrolled
their five-year-old son in the public school system in
September 1996. Upon questioning the principal, the
family was told, “You can pack him a sandwich.” The
family believes this is antithetical to the school system’s
claim that it provides a multicultural education. They
believe multicultural education needs to be more than
just letting people know of other people’s belief systems
but also includes allowing and encouraging people to
practice their beliefs. (Email from Raghe to CAIR,
9/5/96)
Fatima, a student at a California university, claimed she
was referred to in a derogatory manner by a professor on
September 30, 1996. While returning graded papers, the
professor stated, “These are the papers for the student
who does not wash her hair.” According to Fatima, who
wears hijab, this was not the first time that such com
ments were made. Fatima reported this incident to stu
dent affairs and demanded an apology. (Letter from
Fatima to CAIR, 10/9/96)
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• Haroon, a graduate student at a Maryland university,
complained of police harassment. According to Haroon,
on October 27, 1996, a police officer asked him if he had
posted a flyer on the front door of the meeting hall. The
flyer criticized Israel for its bombing of a Lebanese
refugee camp that resulted in the killing of more than 100
civilians. The officer reportedly told him, “I am warning
you that we do not want any trouble from you or disrup
tion. And if that happens we will be back.” The officer
searched his belongings and interrogated him for fortyfive minutes. When notified of the incident, CAIR sent a
letter to the university asking for a clarification. The
Director of Public Safety wrote back stating the victim
had declared the Israeli diplomat had no right to speak
and announced his intention of publicly cursing the
speaker. (Letter from director to CAIR, 12/17/96; Letter
from CAIR to director of the university’s public safety,
12/6/96: Letter from director of the university’s public
safety to Haroon, 11/19/96; The Bottom Line, 11/6/96)
Fawziyyah, a coordinator of an organization in
Huntsville, Alabama. complained on December 4, 1996,
she was denied the right to place an ARAMCO World
special issue titled “Science: The Islamic Legacy” that
featured information on the contribution of Islamic civi
lization to science during the forthcoming 1997 Science
Alliance. While officials saw the pamphlet as an unwel
come religious intrusion, Fawziyyah argued she wasn’t
acting as an agent of the state, nor was the banned pam
phlet proselytizing in nature. In a letter to the school
superintendent, Fawziyyah stated her right to free speech
had been violated. She insisted the idea of displaying the
pamphlet occurred to her after one of her two school-age
Sons came back with an edition of Weekly Reader, a
school-district authorized publication, in October which
included an article describing Muslims as the originators
of terrorism. (Letter from Fawziyyah to superintendent,
11/21/96; ARAMCO World, 1996 special issue)
• Iman, a university student in Columbia, Missouri,
raised concerns about the way a religious studies course
she was taking at a local university was being taught.
Iman felt that the professor was not presenting Islam in a
balanced manner, stressing only the ritualistic aspects of
the religion, like Hajj. According to her, she spoke to the
professor about the matter, but to no avail. She planned
to file a complaint with the university after her final
exams. (Telephone interview, 12/6/96)
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• On December 27, 1996. Fatima, who wears niqab, went
to a school in Cleveland, Ohio, to set up her merchandise.
As she walked past the custodian, he pulled her niqab off
her face and laughed at her. When Fatima called an offi
cer at the school to report the incident, the custodian
attempted to give her S40 to rectify the problem. Fatima
hired an attorney, who received a response from the
school district that the custodian had been transferred.
The principal also contacted Fatima to make sure the
school was not blamed. The attorney representing the
school is interested in settling the case. (Telephone inter
view, 12/27/96)
• On January 3, 1997, a Washington, District of
Columbia, Muslim Students’ Association representative
at George Washington University announced to a con
gregation of Muslims on campus that his group reached
an agreement with the university’s food services to pro
vide halal (permissible by Islamic law) food in the uni
versity cafeteria. (Notes recorded by director of CAIR
Research Center who attended the event, 1/3/97)
• A lecturer in Pismo Beach, California. complained
about discrimination she was facing at the hands of a pro
fessor of Ethnic Studies at the same university.
According to the lecturer, she taught “Islam and Muslims
in America” during the fall of 1994 and 1996. During this
period, the other professor kept contradicting her and
told her she couldn’t teach Islam as an ethnic studies
class; she told him the title was about Muslims and thus
she could. The lecturer feels that she was given a bad
evaluation due to the reasons cited above. She wrote a
rebuttal and got a petition. The professor is now asking
that the lecturer be evaluated by other scholars.
(Telephone interview, 1/21/97)
• Marwa and Mona’s parents stated they did not want
their daughters to participate in a coeducational physical
education class for religious reasons. After complaining
to the school’s administration, in Charlotte, North
Carolina, both girls were accommodated and moved to
other classes to fulfill their physical education require
ments. (Letter from parents to CAIR, 2/5/97)
• Antonio, an honor student in Palm Coast, Florida, was
asked to remove his kufi or be expelled from school.
(Letter from father to CAIR, 2/27/97)
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PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION
• Samer of Providence, Rhode Island, complained he
sent $1009 to a travel agency in New York City for a tick
et he bought. but when he did not receive the ticket, he
called the agency. Upon his queries the manager stated
that he would receive his ticket, even though she knew he
was from the Middle East. She further stated that she did
not want what happened to the World Trade Center,
which was not far from the travel agency, to happen to
her. Sarner later filed a complaint with the Consumer
Protection Bureau and eventually got his ticket. (Letter
from Samer to CAIR, 1/24/96)

shoplifting at a Napa Valley shopping mall. Sawssan stat
ed after she left the first shop she was followed into
another shop by a security guard who asked to search her
shopping bags. She claimed that the search was carried
out in an unprofessional manner and the store manager
intentionally made a spectacle of the event, and even
called Sawssan a derogatory name, embarrassing her in
front of other shoppers. Sawssan has received a written
apology but is interested in seeing the store manager
fired. (Media advisory from the CAIR Northern
California office, 7/96)

On April 10, 1996, Yorouk, a Turkish businessman, and
his family were prevented from entering a bank in New
York City due to a restraining order which had been
sought by the bank due to the fact that they “dressed in
what appeared to be Turkish traditional attire.” The bank
was trying to foreclose on Yorouk’s mortgage and he had
applied for refinancing a loan through the bank. Yorouk’s
attorney said he would fight the restraining order peti
tion and foreclosure because he felt religious and ethnic
discrimination was involved. (Telephone interview,
11/7/96)

• Muna of Richardson, Texas, said her dentist refused to
treat her, claiming she could not communicate with her.
Muna stated she could communicate in English.
Furthermore, the dentist told her to go to one of her own
people and recommended a Muslim dentist forty miles
away. Muna felt she was mistreated as a result of her
hijab and the anti-Muslim media coverage following the
crash of TWA Flight 800. (Letter from Muna to CAIR,
7129/96)

Aasiyah had previously arranged with a fast food outlet
to be served in accordance to her religious requirements.
When Aasiyah attempted to get her food based on this
understanding on May 28, 1996, the clerk insisted on
serving her a regular sandwich. Aasiyah filed a complaint
with the Equal Rights Commission. (United Sates
District Court complaint and demand for jury trial form,
12/13/96; Anchorage Equal Rights Commission discrim
ination complaint, 5/29/96; Sworn statement by Aasiyah,
5/28/96; Supreme Court of the State of New York affi
davit, 4/96)
• Majidah of Richardson, Texas, claimed she was verbal
ly assaulted on June 24, 1996, by an unknown female
when she took her children to the public library for story
time. While entering the library, a middle-aged white
woman yelled, “Why are you here? Go back to where
you came from.” A young man approached Majidah, who
wears hijab, and apologized, adding that he was ashamed
of the woman’s behavior. (Telephone interview, 7/2/96)
• Sawssan contacted the CAIR Northern California office
in July 1996, after she was wrongfully accused of

• Saadia, of Southwest Asian origin, living in Chicago,
Illinois, complained that on August 1, 1996, a couple of
teenagers in a car near a shopping center yelled, “Hindu,
go home,” and gestured towards her in a derogatory man
ner. (Telephone interview, 12/29/96)
• Laila claimed because of her religious scarf, a beauty
salon in Gainesville, Georgia, refused to cut her hair on
August 27, 1996. She was told to go to an adjacent hair
salon. The receptionist claimed she was waiting for a
customer even though no one was working with any cus
tomers. Laila wrote a letter to the State Board of
Cosmetology and the State Attorney General regarding
this matter. (Letter from Laila to State Board of
Cosmetology, 9/5/96; Letter from Laila to State Attorney
General, 9/5/96)
• Alia stated that a medical center in Chicago, Illinois.
where she had been receiving treatment for six weeks,
refused to treat her anymore. Alia said she received a let
ter from the center during mid-September 1996, stating
the hospital couldn’t treat her anymore because the staff
was unable to tend to her “emotional” needs. The prob
lem was her repeated request to be religiously accommo
dated. Alia asked that men should not be allowed in when
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she wasn’t properly dressed. According to her, they ini
tially respected this request. (Telephone interview,
10/30/96)
• On October 2, 1996, Zainab was physically assaulted
by security guards at a mall in Landover, Maryland. The
security guards claimed she was stealing merchandise
from the store. Even though Zainab proved she did not
have any of the store’s merchandise, four guards
approached her and one officer kicked her to the ground.
Another officer placed his foot on the back of her neck.
Zainab was placed in this position for twenty minutes.
One officer made fun of Zainab’s African accent. Zainab
was then handcuffed and taken to the supervisor’s office.
She has contacted an attorney. (Letter from Zainab’s
attorney to CAIR, 11/18/96)
• According to Akbar, when a refinancing loan for his
house was approved by Apple Credit Union on October
11, 1996, they referred him to an attorney in Fairfax,
Virginia. Akbar reported that from the beginning the
attorney used a derogatory tone with him, and when
Akbar went to pick up the check from the attorney’s
office on October 21, 1996. the attorney told him to leave
the office when he heard Akbar asking the secretary a
few questions regarding the agreement. The attorney told
him to leave or “I’ll call the police.” While talking to the
police, the attorney described Akbar as a “Middle
Easterner.” Once the police arrived, they did not mediate,
but asked Akbar to leave if he did not want to be arrest
ed for trespassing. Akbar left the building and attempted
to explain his side of the story but the police officer just
told him never to come to the office building again or he
would be arrested. Akbar felt that he was treated this
way, both by the lawyer and the police officer, due to his
Middle Eastern appearance. (Telephone interview,
11/27/96)
Tauheedah stated she visited a clinic in Alexandria,
Virginia, for a checkup. She told the administration she
wanted to see a female doctor. According to Tauheedah,
her request was disregarded and she was sent to a male
doctor. The nurse, who was aware of Tauheedah’s
request, made her undress and allegedly smiled mock
ingly throughout the examination. (Telephone interview,
10/11/96)
On October 18, 1996, Derrick of Oxon Hill, Maryland,
who has a beard and wears a kufi, was accosted by a
police officer in Capital Heights, Maryland. According to
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Derrick, the police officer said, “You look suspicious.”
Derrick said he filed a complaint against the officer.
(Letter from CAIR to Prince George’s County Police
Department, 11/12/96; Complaint against police prac
tices filed with Prince George’s County Police
Department, 10/23/96)
Suheir of Alexandria, Virginia, recalled that on
Halloween she noticed an employee at a retail outlet
wearing an Islamic dress as a Halloween costume. When
she complained to the assistant manager, he said that he
didn’t see any problem, although he understood what she
meant. The employee in question was wearing a black
loose dress, black gloves, and a veil that covered the neck
and the face. (Telephone interview, 11/29/96)
• Tahir, a business owner in Lansing, Michigan, com
plained his account manager mocked his Arabic accent
and continually refused to allow him to withdraw money
from his business account. The district manager of the
financial institution initially sided with the branch
employee, but eventually resolved the problem of
account access. (Telephone interview, 11/19/96)
• On December 31, 1995, Zakariyah’s sons were
involved in a car accident, and their car was towed by the
police. On January 2, 1996, Zakariyah, a store-owner in
Herndon, Virginia, went to where his car was towed to
get some papers which were in the car, as well as the
tires. His son, Malik, 16, accompanied him. According to
Zakariyah, the tow-truck driver wanted $50 before
changing the tires. Zakariyah told the tow-truck driver he
would be paid after he completed the job. The tow-truck
foreigner!”
driver started shouting and cursing, “F
To pacify him Zakariyah handed him the money. The
tow-truck driver asked him to get out of the car. At this
juncture, Malik intervened and asked the him why he
was screaming at his father. The driver, weighing 220
pounds, hit and pushed Malik, breaking his arm.
Zakariyah then called 911. According to Zakariyah,
when the police arrived, they tried to convince him not
to press charges since witnesses were not present at the
scene. Zakariyah explained that at this point he was only
concerned about his son. After consulting with lawyers,
he was advised to press charges in a criminal court.
Eventually, he sued and the tow-truck driver was arrest
ed. (Letter from Malik’s attorney, 1/27/97; Emergency
unit report, 12/31/95)
• A group of Muslims from Houston, Texas, reported
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feelings of anger and humiliation when at an auto auc
tion, they noticed a sign reading “Free Prayer Rug With
Purchase” attached to one of the cars for sale. They
reported the case to CAIR, who contacted the auction
management and finally took the matter to the local
media (KHOU-l 1; KPRC-2; KTRK-13). Eventually, the
company issued a formal public apology to the Muslim
community. (Telephone interview, 1/21/97)
• Minhaj of Laurel, Maryland, wrote that on January 29,
1997, his wife was harassed by a cashier. While waiting
for change from the cashier, his wife extended her hand
modestly towards him, avoiding contact. The young male
cashier allegedly grabbed her extended hand with one of
his own, opened up her hand with his other hand, and
after putting the change in her palm, closed her hand by
rolling her fingers into her palm. This caused great dis
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tress and confusion to his wife and her friend. Two days
later, Minhaj visited the store and spoke with the manag
er requesting some action to be taken. Some days later
Minhaj called the manager who told him the worker had
been suspended for three days, but when Minhaj request
ed whether he could get that in writing, documenting
what he had done, as well as an apology, he was told by
the manager it was not company policy to send out let
ters. (Email from Minhaj to CAIR, 2/17/97)
• Tasheka of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, reported that on
January 30, 1997, she was escorted out of Juvenile Court
by the Sheriff after she refused to uncover her face. The
judge involved allegedly claimed that the judges had
been receiving threats. The nature of the threats remains
unclear. (Telephone interview, 1/31/97)
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AIRPORTS
• On June 26, 1996, Lilia and her daughter, Zee, were
body-searched at customs in San Francisco International
Airport, after a vacation in the Philippines. A custom’s
employee forced them to be body-searched, claiming she
didn’t know what was underneath their clothing, only
after she asked about their head-covering and learned
that they were Muslims. Although Lilia insisted on
knowing her name, as well as that of the male employee
who had helped her, she was not given any information.
Lilia and Zee were also made to sign waiver forms stat
ing their belongings were returned. According to Lilia,
another daughter and her children went through a differ
ent line and were not bothered. CAIR contacted airport
officials and as a result, an apology was issued and fur
ther sensitivity training for airport officials was
promised. According to a letter received by CAIR from
the Department of Treasury, U.S. Customs Service on
July 2, 1996, the individuals involved in the affair were
reprimanded and were required to “attend a course on
respecting cultural diversity as part of their training this
year.” (Telephone interview, 6/27/96; Letter from U.S.
Customs Services to CAIR, 7/2/96)
• On July 26, 1996, Vicky, a medical coordinator for the
International Relief Association, (IRA), was subjected to
an interrogation and a strip search at the Istanbul Airport
in Turkey while attempting to return to the United States
after a three-month long business trip. Vicky felt she was
subject to discriminatory treatment because she was
wearing hijab. At the ticket counter, Vicky’s luggage was
checked twice by Delta Airlines employees, and after she
had checked in her luggage, her passport was taken from
her by a gate agent. Vicky was then taken near the esca
lators and in the presence of a male passenger and two
other Delta employees, was asked to remove her hijab
and all her clothing, and was searched. She was the last
person to board the plane. She feels she was randomly
selected for the strip search because of her Muslim dress.
She feels she should have at least been taken to a private
area for the strip search. (Telephone interview, 1/11/97)
• Ali claimed when he landed at John F. Kennedy Airport
in New York City, on August 3, 1996, his name appeared
on a customs list, and he was asked numerous questions.
His private documents were copied by a custom’s
employee. When asked whether the employee had the
power to make copies of such documents, the agent
replied, “Get your citizenship.” Ali added that he noticed
most of the people in the holding room waiting for ques

tioning had names of Arab or Muslim identity. (Letter
from Ali to CAIR, 8/3/96)
Amer said he was denied service on August 3, 1996, by
USAIR from Columbus, Ohio. As he was trying to board
the plane en-route to Dallas, Texas, he presented his dri
ver’s license as identification and the airline employee
refused to serve him until he could provide his passport.
Amer believes he was denied service since his beard and
complexion fit the stereotypical description of a Middle
Eastern Muslim. (Interview with Amer by director of
CAIR Research Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/30/96)
Fazal reported while boarding a USAIR flight at
Heathrow Airport in London, England, on August 9,
1996, he was treated as if he was a criminal since he had
never before experienced such an extensive search and
interrogation. While his bags were being checked, he
commented that a terrorist could give the bomb to “a
blonde bimbo whom no one would suspect.” As a result,
he claimed, he was searched even more thoroughly.
(Email from Fazal to CAIR, 9/16/96)
Mohamed, a Libyan-American, was leaving
Washington Dulles International Airport on August 18,
1996, when checking in at the Lufthansa ticket counter,
he was informed that he was going to be subjected to a
special search. Mohamed said the Lufthansa agent justi
fied her action by noting that there is a special policy
about searching Libyans, Iraqis, Sudanese, Cubans and
Iranians. After his luggage was thoroughly inspected, an
immigration officer proceeded to ask him numerous
questions regarding the purpose of his trip and how long
he had lived in the U.S. In addition to this, he was
searched for a second time, even after having nothing to
declare at customs. Mohamed claims that since he is of
Libyan origin, has a beard and was wearing a Turkish
hat, he was unduly subject to harassment. (Letter from
Mohamed to CAIR, 11/11/96)
• May stated she was harassed by the El Al officials at the
Baltimore-Washington International Airport for a period
of twenty-five to thirty minutes. May, who was returning
to Amman, Jordan, after visiting her brother in
Alexandria, Virginia, reported that the officials searched
her suitcases by taking each item out and continually
questioning her as to the nature of her visit, length of
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stay, and why she had an open ticket. As she was being
harassed, other passengers were not as thoroughly
searched or questioned. May stated she had been treated
like a criminal. A group of ten El Al employees ques
tioned May and continuously walked in and out of the
interview room laughing and jeering at what was occur
ring in the room. Even after repeated inquiries into the
nature of this investigation, May did not receive a
response. (Letter from May to CAIR, 9/19/96)
Marwan reported his wife was detained by the
Immigration & Naturalization Services officials for
approximately fifteen to thirty minutes while boarding a
domestic flight in Harlingen, Texas, on October 12,
1996. The official questioned his wife about her citizen
ship. When the official was informed that she was a U.S.
citizen, he asked for proof, which she did not carry; she
did, however, present her Texas driver’s license. Even
after having verified her citizenship, the INS official
questioned her about the procedure to become a natural
ized citizen. Eventually, she was allowed to board the
plane. Marwan claimed that these actions were triggered
because of her Islamic dress. (Letter from CAIR to INS
commissioner, 10/16/96; Email from Marwan to CAIR,
10/13/96)
Saad, a physician, reported he was repeatedly ques
tioned at the Baltimore-Washington International Airport
as he was entering the U.S. from Canada on October 25,
1996. He was questioned about his practice, the nature of
his stay in the United States, and about his family. After
checking his passport and luggage, a customs officer
insisted on seeing his credit cards. (Letter from Saad to
CAIR, 11/14/96)
On November 5, 1996, while boarding a Lufthansa
flight to London from John F. Kennedy Airport in New
York City, Razfar’s mother’s belongings and luggage
were taken into a room and thoroughly searched. When
Razfar asked why, the checkout attendant stated that all
passengers with Iranian passports have to be searched
before check-in. Lufthansa security denied such a policy
when contacted by CAIR and apologized for the inci
dent. (Letter from Razfar to CAIR, 11/14/96)
Mohammad and his mother. Sayedah, of Falls Church,
Virginia, complained of harassment by a British Airways
employee at Logan International Airport. According to
Mohammad, his mother needed special care due to her
age and medical condition, and in his anxiety for her
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well-being, he called the airline a number of times to
check on her. Finally he was told if he continued to call
the airline, his mother could just as easily be sent back to
Egypt, her country of origin. Mohammad reported that
on arrival, his mother’s luggage was not only late but was
also ripped apart. Mohammad reported this episode upset
him and he decided to file a discrimination suit against
British Airways and the participating employee. He feels
he would not have been harassed if he did not have an
Arab/Muslim ethnic background. (Interview with
Mohammad and Sayedah by Isra’a Abdul-Rahman,
11/18/96)
• Youseph of Austin, Texas, stated that on November 9,
1996, while boarding a Lufthansa airplane, he was sub
jected to an extensive search because he carried an
Iranian passport. (Telephone interview, 11/10/96)
• Shabana, a student, took a flight home to Tulsa,
Oklahoma, on December 20, 1996. When she disem
barked at the Tulsa International Airport, she realized she
had forgotten something in the terminal. According to
her, when she went back through the security check scan,
the guard opened her purse again, even though it had
gone through the scanner with no problems. She asked
what was going on and was told that this was routine. She
felt it was due to her hijab. (Telephone interview,
1/21/97)
• On December 26, 1996, a group of thirty Islamic
Association for Palestine (TAP), members were traveling
from Dallas, Texas, to Chicago, Illinois, to attend the
1996 TAP convention. The group forwarded the name of
the organization to be recognized as a group traveling
with the airline. Recognizing traveling groups is a com
mon customer appreciation practice by most airlines.
However, according to an officer with TAP, the pilot said
that the name ‘Palestine’ is “too political” and he
dropped it from the announcement. Members of TAP
reported the incident to the airline ground customer ser
vice agents and are pursuing an apology from the com
pany. (Interview with Usama Muhammad, Director of
TAP Information Office in Dallas, Texas, by director of
CAIR Research Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/29/96)
• Akhlaq, a software engineer from Bellevue,
Washington, said he and his wife were singled out for a
luggage search during a routine flight on January 9,
1997. He feels this was due to the fact his wife wears
hijab. He also stated that the airport employees were
rude. According to Akhlaq, upon his inquiry whether
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anyone else was subjected to similar searches, he was
told they were the only ones, and that anyone could be
singled out for this routine procedure. (Telephone inter
view, 1/21/97)
• Naseer reported that on February 6, 1997, he was exten
sively searched at the Baltimore-Washington
International airport. At the USAIR counter, a ticket
agent told him he “happened to be selected” to be
searched, all the while calling him “Mr. Nasser” [sic]
confirming perhaps, an association with his clearly
Arabic name. Naseer’s bags were searched extensively in
the presence of three airport employees. When he
inquired about their names, all but one was willing to
offer him that information. Naseer believes he was a vic
tim of a systematic profiling of Arabs and ArabAmericans. (Email from Naseer to CAIR, 3/14/97)
• While transiting in Frankfurt, Germany, on February
11, 1997, Bassam was harassed by airport security offi
cers as well as American Airlines employees. Due to
being interrogated, he missed his flight and was resched
uled for another flight on Delta. He was also mistreated
by Delta employees who body-searched him before
allowing him to board the aircraft. Bassam claims he was
discriminated against because of his dark skin and beard.
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He has written letters of complaint to both airlines.
(Letter from American Airlines to Bassam, 3/10/97;
Letter from Delta Airlines to Bassam, 3/7/97)
Abdul Kader complained that while his wife was trav
eling to Damascus from Houston’s Hobby Airport, she
was singled out by TWA officials and was searched.
They believe she was searched because she wears hijab.
Abdul Kader also reported that two months prior to this
incident, he and his family were searched in the same
manner while flying Continental Airlines. Upon arriving
in Rome, he and his family were interrogated for an hour
and then taken to an unheated warehouse to claim their
bags. They were later put on a bus with nine other pas
sengers, and asked to stay there as they watched their
plane take off. All nine people on the bus were Arabs.
(Letter from Abdul Kader to CAIR, 2/27/97)
• Nadia stated she was subject to additional security
checks at Washington Dulles International Airport. When
she inquired as to why she alone was subject to such
measures, she was told “because you have a Syrian pass
port.” Nadia also wears hijab and feels she has been a
victim of both religious and ethnic discrimination.
(Telephone interview, 3/7/97)
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MOSQUES AND ISLAMIC CENTERS
• According to a report in the Chandler Arizona Tribune
in March 1996, a proposal to build a mosque in a resi
dential area was opposed by the Chandler Planning and
Zoning Commission in Chandler, Arizona. Even though
recently built churches went through the permit process
with no problems, community leaders were against the
building of a mosque. In meetings before the Board,
which were videotaped by the Muslim community, lead
ers in the movement against the mosque permit stated
their fear of Middle Eastern Muslims and other terrorists
coming to their neighborhood. The Commission used
“traffic problems” as an excuse in their decision to
oppose the proposal. However, according to latest
reports, the proposal for building the mosque was accept
ed by the city council after the Muslim community
agreed to a few stipulations, like building a wall around
the mosque. (Arizona Republic, 6/28/96; Videotape of
Planning and Zoning Committee of Chandler, AZ,
6/19/96; Letter of support for mosque, 2/9/96)
• Muslim groups from around the nation received letters
from Birmingham, England, purportedly from the
Kahane Chai, a Zionist group, threatening to attack
mosques and religious leaders. The letter mentioned “our
revenge will be visited on your communities shortly.. .we
know our enemies.. .we know how to deal with them...!”
It also stated “stop your activities on the university cam
puses...stop your speakers now!” (Letter from Islamic
Center of Western Massachusetts, 5/17/96; The Dallas
Morning News, 5/9/96; U.S.A. Today, 5/8/96; Original
letter of threat to Dar Al Hijrah in Falls Church, Virginia,
5/1/96)
• During the second week of June 1996, the Islamic
Center of Northern Virginia in Fairfax, Virginia, was van
dalized, the plumbing broken, and pipes and other mate
rials thrown around. The damage to the property was
estimated to be $20,000. Previously, a sign was posted
outside the Islamic Center stating “Islamic Center Under
Construction.” It was reported by local community lead
ers that truck drivers would boo and jeer as they passed
the sign. (Interview with president of the Islamic Center
of Northern Virginia by director of CAIR Research
Center, 6/25/96; Notes recorded by director of CAIR
Research during a visit to the site, 6/25/96; Photos
stamped 6/25/96)

• In an attempt to develop an Islamic Center in
Poolesville, Maryland, the community contacted the City
Council for its approval in the summer of 1996. On July
3, 1996, it was reported that someone placed flyers in a
Muslim resident’s mailbox entitled “Islamic Terrorism”
with dates and events of what were claimed to be acts of
terrorism perpetrated by Islamic groups. (Copy of the
flyer sent by resident, 7/3/96)
• According to the members of the Muslim Educational
Trust in Portland, Oregon, verbal threats were made
against them on August 27, 1996. An irate caller left a
message on their voice mail stating, “F
Muslims
blowing up Americans! Your f
days are numbered!
And I do mean it!” The caller’s number was traced using
the *69 service, and the police were contacted.
According to the police, the caller apologized. The caller
claimed to have left the message because he was mad
about the TWA flight 800 “bombing.” (Telephone inter
view in which Wagdi, a representative of the Muslim
Educational Trust played the threatening message,
19/2/96)
A light pole was apparently knocked down by a motor
vehicle at the Islamic Center of Virginia, in Richmond,
Virginia. This incident of vandalism, with an estimated
damage of $500, was reported to the local police.
(Photos; Letter from a leader of the Islamic Center in
Richmond to CAIR, 9/19/96)
According to a Union News article, the Islamic com
munity in West Springfield, Massachusetts, was harassed
by local youths. The youths threw bottles into the
mosque and rocks at vehicles as they left the parking lot.
These incidents were reported to the police but the police
have been hesitant to categorize these incidents as hate
crimes. The community claims that vandalism has
increased ever since the minaret and the dome of the
mosque have been completed. (Union News, 10/25/96)
• It was reported the Islamic Center of West Virginia in
Charleston, West Virginia, was shot at twice during a two
week period. The first incident occurred on December
15, 1996, in which a bullet shattered a second floor win
dow. No one was present at the time, but a bullet was
later found. The incident was not reported to the police.
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The second incident occurred on January 1, 1997, when
a bullet hit the second floor window. An attendee was
leaving the Islamic Center when he thought he heard a
shot. The incident was reported to the police. The shots
are believed to have come from a hill across from the
Islamic Center. (Telephone interview, 1/6/97)
• On February 5. 1997, the Muslim community in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, was outraged at an act of trespass and intimi
dation which occurred on what the perpetrators believed
was a night of special religious significance to Muslims.
According to the members of the Islamic Society of
Tulsa, about thirty students from a local well-known
Christian university surrounded the Islamic Center of
Tulsa after midnight, circling the mosque on three sides,
and placing their hands on the walls and doors.
According to a newspaper report, the group thought that
night was the 27th night of Ramadan—a night Muslims

traditionally spend in worship. Members of the Islamic
Center later summoned the police. The group dispersed
after a lengthy discussion with officers. According to
documents and newspaper stories, this organized act was
led by a person who considered Muslims as “misguided”
and “ought to be saved.” In a letter signed on February 6,
1997, the Islamic Society of Tulsa, protested to the pres
ident the university, demanding an apology to the
Muslim community and appropriate disciplinary action
against the perpetrators. The following day, the universi
ty’s pastor apologized for the students’ actions and
promised disciplinary action against them, and also
promised the Islamic Center’s members a role in the
process. (World Watch, 2/8/97; Letter from the Islamic
Society of Tulsa to campus pastor, 2/7/97; Letter from
the Islamic Society of Tulsa to the university president,
2/6/97)
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COURTS
• On February 27, 1996, the Court of Appeals of Georgia
affirmed the judgment of a bench trial in which Kaleem
was convicted of the following misdemeanor offenses:
criminal trespassing, simple battery and abusive and
obscene language. Kaleem argued during his appeal that
the State’s emphasis on his national origin and religious
beliefs during the trial refuted the integrity of the pro
ceedings. At the trial, which followed an altercation
between Kaleem and a store manager, Kaleem’s wife was
asked whether she knew where her husband was from;
upon her answer that he was from Pakistan, she was
asked whether she knew he was a Muslim; when she
answered yes, she was asked whether she was familiar
with the woman’s role in Muslim countries. Kaleem con
tended in his appeal that this exchange violated his con
stitutional rights. While the appeal court admitted that
any injection of irrelevant and potentially prejudicial eth
nic and religious stereotypes at trial is never appropriate,
it asserted that Kaleem, though, had failed to object to
these statements at the trial. Thus the appeals court
affirmed the judgment since the trial court had not con
sidered this evidence in reaching its judgment. (Rahman
v. The State, 1996 Ga. App. Lexis 197)
On May 7, 1996, the United States Court for the
Southern District of New York dismissed an amended
claim by Mehmet Perezic against Howard Engelman and
Engelman & Co. and Mario Crespo. According to the
trial report, Mehmet filed a complaint alleging discrimi
nation on the basis of race, (Eastern-European-Albanian)
and religion (Muslim). The court cited several procedur
al reasons as well as legal ones that required the dis
missal of the complaint: the complaint was filed without
any reference to the plaintiff’s attorney, the plaintiff’s
complaint was time-barred, and that an employer’s
agents, such as Crespo and Engelman are alleged to be.
may not be held liable individually under Title VII, and
because Engelman & Co. did not meet the statutory def
inition of an “employer” since it had never employed
more than fifteen people at any one time. Mehmet had
also claimed that he was discriminated against because
he did not speak Spaiiish and he was treated differently
than similarly situated Hispanic employees, and he was
subject to “abusive language, disparaging remarks about
his national origin and religion’ All claims were dis
missed since the court found they were nonactionable
under section 1981 of the law. (Perezic v. Crespo, 1996
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6046)

• On June 3, 1996, Mohamed Amin, an Egyptian, filed a
case of discrimination against Quad/Graphics, Inc. on
the basis of racial, religious, national origin and ethnic
discrimination, beginning in August 1990 and continuing
through his last day of work, July 12, 1993. Mohamed
was hired by Quad, a commercial printer of magazines,
as a temporary employee on July 24, 1990, and became
a full-time employee in October, 1990. Mohamed stated
that during his time at Quad, coworkers periodically
made racial slurs regarding his ethnicity and religion,
calling him “nigger, sand nigger, and camel jockey” and
insinuated that he was involved in the World Trade
Center bombing. Beginning in May, 1992, coworkers
also utilized a paging system to make announcements,
imitating Mohamed’s accent over the loudspeaker.
Mohamed filed a written charge of discrimination with
the EEOC on October 7, 1993, and received a notice to
sue on May 3, 1994. Summary judgment was granted to
the defendants since evidence showed they learned of the
discriminatory acts prior to and when Mohamed first
resigned on April 15, 1992, and took significant steps to
remedy those acts. There was no evidence to believe that
the defendants knew or should have known of the acts
alleged by Mohamed, occurring after he returned to work
on a different shift on May 3. 1992. (Amin v. Quad
Graphics, Inc., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12262)
• On July 11, 1996, Khalid’s brother was concerned
about the use of stereotypical perceptions against his
brother’s religious, cultural and ethnic background by the
prosecutor. A copy of the court transcript showed repeat
ed references to the defendant’s religious affiliation and
to notions that women have a subservient role in
Pakistani households. The prosecutor added misconcep
tions of his own with questions such as, “Aren’t
Pakistanis supposed to marry Pakistanis?” In the opening
statement, the prosecutor made Pakistani culture an
issue, stating that the serious marriage and abuse charges
raised against him were related to culture. (State of
Florida v. Hafeez, Division 12, CR. 95-133599; State of
Florida v. Hafeez, The Circuit Court of the 9th Judicial
Circuit CR. 96-12599, Orange County, Florida)
• Hassan, a cab driver of Egyptian origin in Anchorage,
Alaska, was physically assaulted by members of the
Anchorage Airport Police on February 13, 1988. result
ing in severe bruises on his face, broken ribs, and a con
tusion over his liver. Hassan brought legal action against
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the police for assault and battery, false imprisonment,
and false arrest. The jury entered ajudgment in his favor
concluding that the police had violated Hassan’s civil
rights. During the trial, Hassan stated that he was seeking
justice not financial gain. Consequently, he believes the
jury used this statement against him because they decid
ed to award him only one dollar for his injuries and suf
fering. Hassan compares his case to that of Rodney
King’s, and believes since King belongs to a recognized
minority group (African-American), he was awarded a
substantial amount for his injuries. (Telephone interview,
9/23/96)
David in Washington, District of Columbia, stated his
children from a previous relationship were taken away by
his estranged wife. According to David, during the cus
tody hearing the judge was religiously prejudiced against
him. When David called his daughter, Bint Abdullah, to
testify, the judge asked in a demeaning tone, “What is
your name?” He continually stopped David during his
testimony and did not allow him to complete his state
ments. (Telephone interview, 9/26/96)
• On November 1, 1996, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the summary
order of the District Court for the Southern District of
New York, dismissing the case of Syed Jafri vs. United
States Securities and Exchange Commission. Jafri
applied for a position as a securities compliance examin
er with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). Jafri filed an action alleging that the
SEC discriminated against him because of his age (51),
national origin (Pakistan), and religion (Muslim). The
District Court dismissed Jafri’s complaint. Jafri appealed
the court’s summary judgment. The appeal court
affirmed the district court’s decision, arguing Jafri didn’t
provide “concrete evidence” to show that his age, nation
al origin, or religion were at all factors in the SEC’s
asserted reason for not hiring him. Jafri admitted in his
deposition that no SEC official ever commented on his
age, national origin, or religion, and that he had no expe
rience in or specific knowledge of the securities industry.
(Jafri v. Levitt, 1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 28664)
Yasmine, a student residing in Blacksburg, Virginia,
complained that while on an outing in a Southern
Virginia park, she was playing with someone else’s fish
ing rod when a park ranger cited her for fishing without
a license. Yasmine felt she was singled out because she
was wearing hijab since others who were not wearing
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hijab were not cited. According to Yasmine she never
fished and was not trying to fish at the time the incident
occurred. A judge eventually dismissed the case against
her. (Letter from Yasmine to CAIR, 1/6/97; Telephone
interview, 11/16/96)
Tamir, Basil’s brother, reported through the Intemet that
Basil, of Grand Rapids, Missouri, claimed he was false
ly accused of sexual misconduct and was facing criminal
charges and a minimum of 15 years in jail. Basil, a pedi
atrician, was substituting for another physician at a clin
ic for a local hospital for two weeks when two teenage
girls came in for an examination: one for a body rash and
the other for a sports fitness examination. The examina
tion involved palpation or feeling of the groin and geni
tal areas. The mother of the girl with the body rash
seemed to be well aware of that considering she men
tioned a heavy vaginal discharge that needed to be
attended to. Both girls alleged the doctor kissed one of
them on the cheek and said, “You have a nice body.”
After an investigation was made, Basil took a lie detector
test and passed. It was also reported that a police officer
told Basil’s attorney, that “they treat women like second
class,” [sici referring to Middle Easterners or Muslims,
in general. In a telephone call on March 10, 1997, Basil
said that he was acquitted by a local jury in November,
1996. (Telephone interview with Basil, 3/10/97; Email
from Tamir to CAIR, 6/2/96)
On November 25, 1996, Mark Alexander’s appeal in a
discrimination suit was denied by the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Mark,
an Egyptian-born Muslim physician, changed his name
from Mohammad to Mark, after working for two years at
Skokie Valley Hospital, in an attempt to gain greater
acceptance among his patients and staff. Mark was grant
ed staff privileges as an anesthesiologist in 1974. In
1987, when Skokie Valley Hospital merged with RushPresbyterian Hospital, and became known as Rush North
Shore Medical Center, Mark felt the new management
started picking on him. Eventually, he received a letter
stating his staff privileges had been revoked for violation
of the hospital’s on-call policy. Mark filed suit in the
Northern District of Illinois, claiming that Rush North
Shore had revoked his staff privileges not because he had
violated the hospital’s on-call policy, but because of his
religion and national origin. The court decided that Mark
could not bring discrimination charges against the hospi
tal because he was an independent contractor, rather than
an employee of the hospital; and he could not provide

evidence to prove discrimination despite his claims that
various Rush North Shore personnel had on several occa
sions in the past made derogatory remarks concerning his
religion and ethnicity. (Alexander v. Rush North Shore
Medical Center, 1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 30717)
Magda of Lyndhurst, New Jersey, said when she com
plained to the police about her next door neighbors’ nois
iness, they took her to court on charges of false accusa
tion. The neighbors further asserted that it was her three
children who were noisy and frequently cried at night.
Magda felt that the judge sided with the plaintiff because
the neighbor and his roommate “looked like fine people”
to him; she also felt that since she wore hijab and “looked
different,” the judge probably thought her complaints
were less credible. According to Magda, the judge told
her if she didn’t like the neighborhood, she should con
sider moving, and to refrain from calling the police in the
future unless she had evidence, such as tapes and pho
tographs. Magda also stated that the court-appointed
attorney suggested she apologize so the judge could dis
miss the case. She felt this was a case of taking the word
of members of the majority at face value. The judge did
not even bother to ask the police officer who arrived at
the scene about the number of people he saw in that unit
of the duplex. (Telephone interview, 12/13/96)
• Dawud, incarcerated at the Texas Department of
ColTections, complained he was denied the right to wear
a beard in prison. He filed a suit and won a favorable rul
ing from the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals on February
29, 1997. The ruling allows a 1/4 beard for inmates on
religious grounds. However, in an inter-office communi
cation memo, dated June 12, 1996, the Regional
Chaplain Coordinator indicated that the State Attorney
General’s office still asked the chaplains “not to provide
religious passes for Moslem [sic] inmates” and not make
exceptions on the current grooming policy. Th& memo
also indicated the state is appealing the court’s judgment.
(Malik v. Groom. United States Court of Appeal for the
5th Circuit No. 95-40208; Memo from regional chap
laincy coordinator at the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice to “All Chaplains,” June 12, 1996)

• Aisha and Mehdi stated their children were taken away
from them and placed in foster care after Child Protective
Services, in Wichita, Kansas, claimed the children had
been physically abused. The parents claimed government
agencies were motivated by bias because they asserted
that Islam taught the parents to discipline their children
with whips. The parents are interested in placing their
children with a Muslim family until their struggle to
regain custody is over, due to their concern that Muslim
dietary restrictions would not be observed in a nonMuslim home. According to the parents, the judge hear
ing the custody case stated, “Every child likes sausage
pizza. I don’t understand Muslim dietary restrictions.”
(Telephone interview, 12/30/96)
The Imam of Masjid (mosque; a house of worship) Al
Latif, in Chicago, Illinois, was acquitted on March 14,
1997, on charges of abusing children who attend the
mosque-based school he directs. These charges were
filed after an excessive police force came to arrest the
Imam on March 22, 1996, who was delivering the Friday
sermon at the time of his arrest. (Telephone interview,
3/18/97)
• Ahmad, a resident of Oakland, California, charged his
former coworkers with discrimination. Ahmad, a cus
tomer service representative, reported various incidents
of discrimination at United Airlines, ranging from mock
ery of his name and religion, to statements like “You look
like a terrorist.” In February, 1995, he was discharged
from his job as a customer service representative by
United Airlines. While Ahmad asserted that he com
plained verbally about this discrimination, his coworkers
claimed he did not vocalize his complaints. Furthermore,
his coworkers alleged they saw him drinking alcohol
while on duty, which Ahmad refuted. Ahmad, who was
working his way up to become a pilot, sued United
Airlines. As this report went to print, an Alameda County
Jury ruled in favor of Ahmad and on March 27, 1997,
awarded him almost $3 million in economic, emotional
and punitive damages. (New York Times, 3/31/97; The
Oakland Tribune, 3/29/97; Press release from attorney,
3/28/97)
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GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
• In January 1996, Jad of Dearborn, Michigan, was called
by the FBI because he is an active member of the com
munity with various projects related to both Muslims and
non-Muslims. He did not answer their calls. They called
him twice and then left him alone when he told them to
talk to his lawyer. (Telephone interview, 1/10/97)
• llham reported that on February 1, 1996, she was in line
for service at the Bridgeview State Office in Illinois. She
says that she was ignored by the employee for about
twenty or thirty minutes because she was wearing a scarf.
Finally she asked an employee to get his supervisor, who
told her that the reason for the delay was that the employ
ee ran out of stickers. She was offered an apology.
(Interview with liham by director of CAIR Research
Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/29/96)
• Basman, currently residing in Orland Park, Illinois,
reported that on February 10, 1996, an FBI agent called
him and said he had information about him from the
French government, and wanted to see him right away.
According to Basman, he spoke with a Chicago lawyer.
who called the FBI and was told they wanted some infor
mation regarding an acquaintance of Basman’s who, the
FBI agents alleged, was suspected of terrorism. Basman
then consulted another lawyer who advised him not to
talk to FBI agents. The second lawyer called the FBI and
told them to contact him if they had any questions for
Basman in the future. (Telephone interview, 12/5/96)
• In October 1995, Karim, a Palestinian-American stu
dent of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was visited by the FBI,
and questioned about his views on Hamas and Arafat. He
was also questioned about his brother-in-law in the West
Bank, who, the agents said, was wanted by Israeli author
ities. Two weeks after the February 1996 bombings in Tel
Aviv, an FBI agent visited him again and questioned him
about the bombings, and whether he knew of any plans
against Israel. Karim says when he refused to answer the
questions, the agent left. (Interview with Karim by direc
tor of CAIR Research Center, Chicago. Illinois,
12/29/96)
• Aziz’s son was born on February 17, 1996, but was
taken away four days later by the state’s social workers,
alleging child abuse. Aziz was arrested and charged with
the murder of his 22-month-old child, Muhammad,

although he was not convicted. Muhammad died in
September 1994, of complications after an accident in
which he ran in front of his older brother’s bike. Aziz’s
children, Arab Muslims, were placed in non-Muslim fos
ter homes, even though an African-American Muslim
home, close friends of the family’s, were willing to
become foster parents. This, according to Aziz and his
wife, was attributed to the fact that Social Services did
not “usually place white children in black homes.” The
parents continue the legal battle to regain their children
even though they have been cleared of criminal charges.
The family finds the state’s reasoning very strange since
they believe that religion is a more significant factor than
race in such a matter. (Telephone interviews 3/28/97 and
7/2/96; Letter from Sarah. Aziz’s wife, to CAIR, 5/17/96)
Ahmed, a Palestinian-American Muslim. was visiting
his family in his homeland in early 1996. when on
February 26, 1996, he was gunned down by armed
Israelis in Jerusalem after his car skidded and hit pedes
trians. Ahmed’s family in Los Angeles asked the Muslim
Public Affairs Council, (MPAC), to pressure the U.S.
government to seek justice for their slain relative, as well
as a full account of the incident. MPAC wrote to
Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, on February 29,
1996, urging him to investigate Ahmed’s death and take
appropriate action to insure the safety of American
Muslims who travel overseas. The director of MPAC said
in a telephone interview on March 28, 1997, that he never
received an answer to his written inquiry. Ahmed’s
killing happened one day after a bus bombing in Tel Aviv
in which scores of Israelis were killed. (Telephone inter
views with MPAC director by director of CAIR Research
Center, 3/28/97 and 7/2/96; Letter from MPAC to
Secretary of State Warren Christopher, 2/29/96)
According to reports from the Muslim Journal and
members of Muslim community in Chicago. a harass
ment campaign of about thirty individuals by the
Chicago FBI offices began in April 1996, and somewhat
abated by the end of September 1996. Only five of these
individuals agreed to share information about their expe
riences. Muslim community members believe that the
campaign had more to do with politics than with law
enforcement. None of the cases resulted in an alTest or
charge against any of the people questioned. A common
theme in these cases was to tell the victim that his name
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had turned up in connection with a Palestinian-American
who is held in Israel on charges of giving aid to
Palestinian activists suspected to have links to the
Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas) in the West
Bank. Such incidents dissipated after representatives of
the Council of Islamic Organizations of Greater Chicago
met with the head of the Chicago FBI office. (Interviews
with five Chicago Muslim community members by
director of CAIR Research Center, Chicago, Illinois,
from 12/29/96 to 12/31/96; Muslim Journal, 12/13/96)
• Nadia of Syracuse, New York, stated when she went to
obtain her green card at the INS office in Syracuse, New
York, she was told she had to take off her hijab in order
to show her entire face including her right ear for the
green card photo. Nadia says she sent the INS a copy of
a letter from the State Department to the American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC) indicating that
the exemption is legal. The district director of the INS in
Buffalo, New York, wrote back to Nadia on February 20,
1996, insisting that the right ear must be exposed. The
letter did not address her request for religious accommo
dation. (Letter from Department of Justice to Nadia’s
representative, 2/20/96; Letter from deputy assistant sec
retary of state for visa services to ADC, 7/28/93)
Abdul Raheem of Reading, Pennsylvania, stated the
Berks County Children’s Services told him he was too
strict because he did not allow his children to visit
friends’ homes and he would have to change his strict
practices because “this is America.” Abdul Raheem is an
Afghani refugee with seven children and a wife who suf
fers from depression. His children were also taken away
when the parents were deemed unfit to raise them. They
were placed in non-Muslim homes, despite an offer from
the Islamic Family Service in New York to find Muslim
foster homes. From the father’s perspective, the Berks
County Children’s Services’ position means that keeping
the children within the jurisdiction of the agency is more
important than maintaining a stable cultural and religious
life for them. (Letter from Berks County Children and
Youth Services to CAIR, 10/17/96; Letter from CAIR to
Berks County Children and Youth Services, 10/7/96)
An article published in the Dallas Morning News on
May 14, 1996, reported that Brighter Horizons Islamic
school was denied a permit. A petition signed by 400-500
neighbors opposing the permit was forwarded to the
Richardson City Council. The City Council cited traffic
concerns in this residential area as the reason for their
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decision. The school was established in 1989 to educate
preschool, kindergarten, and elementary school children
as well as to offer child-care facilities. Muslim
Community members claimed that their neighbors were
adversely influenced by defamatory articles written in
the Dallas Morning News. (Dallas Morning News,
5/14/96)
• Moharned reported he was unable to gain custody of his
nieces and nephews, whose parents were detained for
violating immigration law. According to Mohamed, the
children were placed in a non-Muslim home on June 12,
1996. The children’s relatives did not agree with the deci
sion, asserting the state had not done its job properly and
should have placed the three children in a Muslim home,
or called relatives, two of whom work and live in nearby
states. The children’s grandmother met with a case work
er at Child Protective Services of Queens, New York, and
was allegedly rejected because she could not speak
English. According to a letter from Mohamed and his
wife addressed to President Clinton, the social worker
reportedly said: “This is America; they have to speak
English.” Following pressure from relatives and Muslim
groups, the children were placed in a Muslim home on
July 3, 1996, with the help of the Islamic Family Social
Services in New York. (Letter from Mohamed and his
wife to President Clinton, 6/21/96)
• According to Khalid, a Jordanian-American business
owner in San Antonio, Texas, he and his brother were
returning from their vacation when twenty-five police
and FBI cars surrounded their house as they stepped out
of their car. Khalid asserts that the FBI tracked them and
suspected their involvement in the Olympic bombing
because of their Arab-Muslim names. Khalid believes
their names were gathered from a motel near Atlanta in
which they had stayed and had a dispute with the man
ager. The police interrogated them and searched their
apartment as well as their rental car, but the men were not
charged with anything. Still, a local news channel,
Khalid said, reported on July 30, 1996, three Jordanians
had been tracked from Atlanta to San Antonio by FBI
agents as suspects in the July 24, 1996, bombing of
Centennial Park in Atlanta, Georgia, during the Olympic
games. (Telephone interview, 8/9/96)
• Muhammad of Akron, Ohio, stated that he had been
harassed by FBI agents on at least four occasions.
Muhammad, a graduate student in Chemical
Engineering, claimed that in the spring of 1995, FBI
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agents came to his department and asked him why his
Chinese roommate had called Libya. Muhammad told
them that he had called Libya, and not his roommate.
According to him, they visited him again two days after
the Oklahoma City bombing, and asked him whether he
knew anything about the bombing, or if he had any con
nections to Middle Eastern groups. Muhammad also stat
ed that on August 7, 1996, FBI agents accused him of
making bombs for a Master’s project while he was
enrolled in a university in Texas. The FBI also questioned
him about his roommates in Texas, claiming they were
members of Hamas. They called him again on August 15,
1996, saying they wanted him to take a polygraph test.
Upset at this harassment, Muhammad said he called a
lawyer. (Letters from Muhammad to CAIR, 8/27/96 and
8/22/96)
• Tariq, a student at a university in Akron, Ohio, com
plained he had been repeatedly harassed by FBI agents,
who questioned him on whether he was involved with
Hamas, the Islamic Assembly of North America (lANA),
and Omar Abdel Rahman. (Telephone interview, 9/4/96)
• The owner of Mecca Air Company Incorporated,
reported that his company had submitted bids for gov
ernment subcontracts and were told they were not eligi
ble for affirmative action programs since they were not
recognized as a minority. In response to their inquiries on
August 16, 1996, the city of Newark, New Jersey’s
Office of Affirmative Action sent a copy of the standard
operating procedures. The document identifies only the
following minority categories: African-American,
Hispanic-American, Asian-American, and American
Indian or Alaskan-Native. The owners are Arab-Muslims
and believe that ethnically and religiously they are a
minority and should be treated as such. (Letter from
Mecca Air owner to CAIR, 9/24/96; Letter from Newark
Office of Affirmative Action to Mecca Air, 8/16/96)
• Rachel of Terrasan, Arizona, reported on September 30,
1996, her children had been taken away from her on
charges of child abuse and she was being harassed by
social workers. She further stated her daughter was not
placed in a Muslim foster home, and she is now trying to
regain custody. However, Rachel reported the judge was
willing to place the child in a Muslim home if he could
meet with other members of the child’s family. (Letter
from CAIR to Fort Smith Muslim community, 10/3/96)
• Karen, currently residing in Bridgeview, Illinois,
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reported that when her driver’s license expired, she had
to retake the driving test. On October 1, 1996, she went
to the DMV to take her driving test. The examiner, when
she saw Karen’s hijab, exclaimed, “What are you, a
nun?” According to Karen, the examiner was very rude
to her during the test, and when they returned to the facil
ity, she was told she supposedly “failed” the driving test
since she had been speeding. Karen denied the charge
and claimed that she was denied the license due to the
fact she wore hijab. (Interview with Karen by director of
CAIR Research Center, Chicago, Illinois, 12/30/96)
Sufyan of Detroit, Michigan, stated he had been
harassed by the FBI on several occasions. They called
him a couple of times but he refused to speak to them. He
told them to send him their questions in writing. Finally
he agreed to meet with them at an appointed time but
they canceled the meeting. Sufyan also alleged that he
was being followed by FBI agents and that his home had
been broken into. At the end of 1995, Sufyan claimed
FBI agents came to a Dearborn mosque and the
American Muslim Society, and questioned him about
Hamas and the Islamic Association for Palestine.
(Telephone interview, 10/3/96)
• Yousuf was hired as a ramp agent on August 3, 1995.
When his services were terminated on September 12,
1995, Yousuf filed a case with the Arlington Human
Rights Commission alleging racial (Asian), national
(Pakistani) and religious (Islam) discrimination. On July
12, 1996, the Arlington Human Rights Commission ruled
reasonable grounds did not exist to support his allega
tions. On October 21, 1996, the EEOC also dismissed his
case. Still, Yousuf feels his claims of discrimination are
legitimate. He stated he had not been supplied a uniform
while other employees had, had been expected to per
form the same volume of work others performed in
groups and had been asked by the manager to identify his
national origin and religion. Yousuf further alleged he
had been humiliated by being accused of emitting “an
offensive body odor” by his supervisors. (Letter from
EEOC to Yousuf, 10/21/96; Copy of investigation report
from Arlington County Human Rights Commission to
Yousuf, 6/4/96; Commonwealth of Virginia Arlington
County Discrimination complaint form, 7/3/95)
• Leaders of the Muslim community in Hartford,
Connecticut, reported they submitted four proposals
from August to December 1996 to the city’s
Redevelopment Agency to buy city property on sale. In
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one response, they were allegedly told the property was
sold but it reappeared on the market. The other three
times they were not answered. An agency employee
reportedly told a representative of the Muslim communi
ty to “read between the lines.” (Letters from Said to
CAIR. 1/14/97 and 12/3/96; Letter from CAIR to the
Mayor of Hartford, 12/17/96; Letter from Said, represen
tative of Islamic Institute of Hartford, to the City of
Hartford Development Agency, 9/4/96)
Audra of Kingsville, Texas, stated that on December 20,
1996, while getting her driver’s license renewed, she was
asked to take off her hijab in order for a picture to be
taken. She informed the Department of Motor Vehicles
staff that her hijab was a religious requirement and she
could not take it off. She was then told it was a “govern
mental issue, and not a religious one,” and her hijab was
‘just like a man wearing a hat,” which had to be removed
before taking the picture. In response to a letter of
inquiry from CAIR, the Director of the Texas
Department of Public Safety promised to investigate the
incident. (Letter from Texas Department of Public Safety
to CAIR, 2/3/97; Letter from CAIR to James Wilson,
Director, Texas Department of Public Safety, 1/9/97)
Monther. a truck driver living in San Diego, California,
stated Child Protective Services confiscated his passport
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to ensure that he does not leave the country with his son,
who is living in a Muslim foster home. Monther stated
that his child was taken from his custody at the age of
one week, from the very hospital where he was born, by
Child Protective Services on the grounds that he was not
a fit father, nor capable of providing food or a safe envi
ronment for his son, Yusef. He claims that this govern
ment organization did little, if any, investigation to prove
that their claims were true, and was unfairly persuaded to
put Yusef in a foster home by his wife, who suffers from
mental illness. He believes that he has been discriminat
ed against on the basis of his ethnic identity. His case is
still pending. (Telephone interview, 2/28/97)
• The American Islamic Institute of Antelope Valley of
Palmdale, California, stated that the Los Angeles County
Fire Department is intentionally delaying plans to install
a fire hydrant. The Institute has filled out appropriate
forms, and on one occasion, the fire department claimed
they lost their request forms. The American Islamic
Institute claims its attempts to install a fire-hydrant are
being delayed as a result of its affiliation with Islam.
(Letter from Masjid of Antelope Valley to CAIR, 3/3/97;
Plans for hydrant approved by Palmdale Water District,
9/26/96; Standard Encroachment Permit Application,
1/24/96)
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• Hamdan of Fairfax, Virginia, claimed on June 25, 1996,
he was physically assaulted by a detective and a police
officer. The police officers came to his place of business
upon Hamdan’s business partner’s request. The police
officers allegedly twisted Hamdan’s arm, threw him to
the ground, broke his video camera and kicked him out
of his office. The officers started calling him names such
as “jerk, terrorist coming here to terrorize America.”
When Hamdan responded, explaining to the officers that
he was an educated and civilized person, the detective
put his foot in Hamdan’s mouth and continued the verbal
assault. Hamdan was taken to the police station. In front
of the magistrate, the police officer showed the judge
what the police claimed was a letter stating that Hamdan
could not enter the business property. The magistrate told
the police officer that the letter was a request not an
order. According to Hamdan, the police officer fabricat
ed a charge that Hamdan physically pushed the police
officer. (Letter from Hamdan to CAIR, 6/25/96)
• On July 18, 1996, soon after the TWA Flight 800 crash,
an Aurora police officer in Denver, Colorado, told three
Muslims going to visit a friend, “Behave and look as if
you are lost!” One of the three Muslims was wearing a
kufi and a loose, long shirt. (Email from a Denver com
munity member to CAIR, 7/26/96)
• According to Muhammad of Toledo, Ohio, and two
other Muslim taxicab drivers, on October 18, 1996, a
police officer at the Toledo Airport told them not to use
the public bathroom to wash for prayer. Muhammad stat
ed he reported the matter to the officer’s supervisor.
(Telephone interview, 10/29/96)
• Hudiyah of Silver Spring, Maryland, stated she was
involved in an accident. The police officer at the accident
scene laughed at the way she was dressed, and during the
questioning asked her, “Did someone from the sky tell
you that you were right and I was wrong? You weren’t
the driver, you were the one wearing that thing,” (refer
ring to the Islamic dress she was wearing). The Arlington
County Chief of Police, however, denied any inappropri
ate comments were made at the scene. (Letter from the
chief of police in Arlington to CAIR, 12/12/96; Letter
from CAIR to the chief of police in Arlington, 11/11/96;
Letter from Hudiyah to CAIR, 10/31/96)
• Bilal of Washington, District of Columbia, claimed he

was a victim of bias at the hands of a Capitol Hill police
trainer who stated during a training session attended by
Bilal, that it was “hard to defend against believers in
Allah.” Bilal sent a memo complaining to the Capitol
Hill Police Chief and received an answer from him stat
ing he ordered a fair and impartial investigation to be
conducted on the matter. (Letter from Capitol Hill police
chief to Bilal, 12/4/96; Memo from Bilal to Capitol Hill
police chief, 11/3/96)
Fadhila of College Station, Texas, stated that on
November 8, 1996, she and her husband were riding
bicycles when a truck driver swerved towards her. She
got off her bike and walked to the side of the road
because she was afraid the truck might hit her. When the
truck overtook her, she chased after it for a block, where
she heard the driver honk at a group of international stu
dents. Later she reported the incident to a police officer,
saying she felt she was singled out because of her reli
gious garb. The police officer told her he could not file a
report since no one had been hurt and a police officer was
not present at the scene. Fadhila stated she wrote several
letters of complaint to the police department, who insist
the police officer had a clean record. On February 19,
1997, a CAIR staff member contacted a major at the
College Station Police Department, and was informed
that a case was filed the night of the incident when
Fadhila had called in to complain to a supervisor. He
later faxed a copy of the report to the CAIR office.
(Letter from CAIR to Major Newton, City of College
Station Police Department, 2/25/97; Copy of City of
College Station Police Department report, 11/8/96)
Abdul Hamid, a Palestinian, reported from Clifton,
New Jersey, that plainclothes detectives from the Clifton
Police Department had harassed him. According to
Abdul Hamid, the detectives came to his family-run store
in Paterson, New Jersey, on November 13, 1996, and
claimed they wanted to arrest him and his brothers.
When they asked the detectives for identification and
arrest warrants, the officers began calling them stereo
typical names such as “camel jockeys and terrorists,”
and physically assaulted the brothers. The brothers were
charged with making terrorist threats and physical
assault. Abdul Hamid contacted an attorney. CAIR wrote
a letter to New Jersey governor urging her to investigate
the matter. (Letter from CAIR to Governor Christine
Whitman, n.d.)
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• Ijaz of Chicago, Illinois, claimed that on November 16,
1996, at around 8:30 p.m., a city police officer came to
the lab where he works as a chemist, and asked him to
open his locker so he could check it in connection with
stolen candy from the cafeteria. After checking the lock
er, he left. Ijaz complained to his supervisor an hour later,
and was told that everyone’s, including the supervisor’s
locker, had been searched. According to Ijaz, when he
was leaving that evening at around 11:25 P.M., the police
officer in charge wanted to search his car. When Ijaz
objected to the search without a warrant, he was told he
had to comply with the order. The policeman searched
the car’s trunk and upon finding nothing, let him go. Ijaz
believes he was singled out for the car search and states
he wrote a letter to the police commissioner asking him
to investigate the incident. (Telephone interview,
11/19/96)
• According to a newspaper article, two Muslim women
in Norfolk, Virginia, were taken into custody by police
officers for wearing face veils in public. The women said
they were walking towards a store to shop when they
were approached by a Portsmouth police officer who
told them they couldn’t enter the store with a mask on.
One of the women wore a veil that revealed only her
eyes, while the other wore a veil that covered her entire
face. At their refusal to remove the veils, which they
explained they wore for religious reasons, they were
arrested, but later released without charge. The women
filed a complaint alleging they were fondled by the offi
cer and his two partners during a weapons search, but
the police dispute the claim. The women contacted
CAIR, who contacted the police department and the
Commonwealth State Attorney office. Statements issued
from the two departments acknowledged there was a
misunderstanding. The code under which the women
were arrested was originally targeted to outlaw Ku Klux
Klan activities, and makes the wearing of masks in pub
lic illegal, although an exemption is allowed for religious
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practices. (The Virginian-Pilot, 9/18/96)
• Mohammad, the Imam of the Islamic Society of
Kingsville, Texas, claimed a local police officer had
harassed three Muslim students on February 7, 1997. The
officer stopped Khalid, the driver, for expired tags. The
officer asked him whether he or his friends were carrying
any bombs, guns, or knives in the car. He continued
harassing the driver and the two other passengers. Khalid
finally asked the officer whether these were routine ques
tions and was answered in the affirmative. The students
later went to the local police station and asked an officer
there whether such questions were a part of routine
police procedures. Khalid states that he learned the
police officer in question had a history of harassing
Middle Easterners. (Telephone interview, 2/14/97)
• Amina of New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, reported
that while driving in her neighborhood on February 20,
1997, she was stopped for apparently no reason at all: she
claims she was stopped because she wears niqab. She
also stated the manner in which the police officer spoke
to her was abrupt and rude. She filed formal complaints
with the officer’s supervisor and the county courthouse.
His supervisor assured her she would receive a formal
written apology; she has not yet received anything.
(Telephone interview, n.d.)
• Naseem of Stockbridge, Georgia, claimed he and his
family were continually harassed and bothered by their
neighbors. One Ramadan morning, police were sent to
their apartment while they were having the pre-dawn
meal. One officer asked them why they were awake so
early. They were also told while reciting Quran they
sounded like they were “killing somebody.” Naseem
feels such excessive harassment and investigation is a
result of his underrepresented religion, Islam.
(Telephone interview, 3/12/97)
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• Aquila claims the conditions for Muslims in the Muncie
Penal Institution in Muncie, Indiana, are not conducive to
practicing Islam. He complained that not only were
Friday prayers held in a room covered with pictures, but
also for Eid, the food was delivered and prepared by non
halal suppliers. (Letter from Aquila to CAIR, 8/25/96)

help and he was put on medication. While he feels better
and the facility has begun making some concessions to
Muslims, facilities are still not at the level they should be.
Leon feels his rights of religious freedom have been and
still are being violated and action should be taken.
(Telephone interview, 9/1/96)

• According to a report received from the leader of the
Islamic Center of Greater Austin, Ahmed and other
Muslim inmates are treated in a discriminatory way by
the warden and guards at the Gatesville, Texas, prison.
They were kicked while praying, and told not to pray like
that in this country. When Ahmed needed medical atten
tion the prison administration did not respond.
(Telephone interview, 6/21/96)

Lori reported her brother-in law, Ibrahim, a prisoner in
Florence, Colorado, was refused access to religious liter
ature. When a representative from CAIR called the
prison chaplain regarding the issue, it appeared there was
some miscommunication regarding the procedure of
sending religious material to inmates. (Telephone inter
view, 9/24/96)

• Nathaniel reported from South Walpole, Massachusetts,
the Massachusetts Department of Corrections refused to
serve halal meat in prison. Nathaniel stated he wrote a
letter to the director of religious services at the
Department of Corrections and is waiting for a reply.
(Letter from Nathaniel to CAIR, 7/31/96; Letter from
Nathaniel to director of religious services for Department
of Corrections, 4/24/96)
• Imanuel, an inmate at the State Correctional Institution
at Greene in Waynesburg, Pennsylvania, stated his
human and civil rights were violated since the district
attorney’s office insisted on prosecuting him under his
former name, Emanuel, which, according to copies of
official documents, he changed after he embraced Islam.
(Letter from Imanuel to CAIR, 6/1/96; Petition to change
name filed at Court of Common Pleas, 9/23/83)
• Leon, incarcerated in the San Diego County Detention
Facility in San Diego, California, has been trying to prac
tice Islam in jail but has faced many obstacles. He
claimed it took sixty days for him to get a non-pork diet
approved and cost him $249 to subsidize his meals dur
ing his waiting period. When he requested a copy of the
Quran, the facility chaplain said no such thing existed in
the facility and accept a Bible or nothing. Eventually he
contacted the sheriff and was able to receive a copy of the
Quran but found, to his disappointment, the cover had
been torn off and “Chaplain’s Office” was handwritten in
large bold print in its place. None of the Bibles were in
this condition. This caused him to seek psychological

• On November 8, 1996, Ishmael called from Ohio
Correctional Facility to report he was denied the right to
have halal meat at meals. He further stated he was trying
to sue for this right since kosher meals are served to the
Jewish inmates. (Telephone interview, 11/8/96)
• Roderick wrote from the Eglin Federal Prison, in Eglin,
Florida, that he was told by a guard to change his religion
when he indicated he could not eat pork. Roderick filed
a complaint with the regional office of the Prison Bureau
and wrote to Congressmen. On July 16, 1996, one
Congressman wrote back stating he asked the U.S.
Bureau of Prisons to investigate the incident and
promised to closely monitor the case. (Letter from
Roderick to CAIR, 8/10/96; Letter from Congressman
Billy Tauzin to Roderick, 7/16/96; Letter from Roderick
to Congressman Bill Jefferson, 6/21/96; Statement of
incidents from Roderick, 6/12/96)
• On November 30, 1996, Cuveula and her sons visited a
relative in the Worcester Prison, in Worcester,
Massachusetts. Cuveula reported she was asked to take
off her hijab before entering the prison for a nonconjugal
visit (speaking with a prisoner through a glass with the
use of a telephone). Cuveula and her sons, who wore
kufis, were told they must remove them for security rea
sons. Their relative in prison has been active in issues of
religious rights in the prison system. He felt the harass
ment was the result of his activities. (Telephone inter
view, 12/2/96)
• Vance, an inmate at the Wabash Valley Correctional
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Institution in Indiana, stated the prison chaplain denied
him the right to worship and attend programs with other
Muslims because Vance came to the institution as a
Christian. Even after filing all the necessary papers to
change his religion, he was denied his religious rights.
The Muslim Prisoners’ Assistance Association (MPAA)
wrote a letter to the chaplain concerning the matter,
requesting Vance be given the right to practice his chosen
religion. (Letter from MPAA to Chaplain Hunter of
Wabash Valley Correctional Institution, 12/9/96; Letter
from Vance to MPAA, 12/4/96)
Mustafa is incarcerated at the Wabash Valley
Correctional Institution, in Indiana. He claimed he was
reprimanded for wearing a kufi in prison. He further
reported the prison chaplain told him Islam was a hea
then religion. Mustafa wrote to the MPAA and sought
help regarding the matter. (Letter from Mustafa to the
Human Rights Coalition of Indiana, 12/96)
Ernest, Tom, and Jesse, inmates at the Wabash Valley
Correctional Institution in Indiana, claimed they were
denied the right to congregate for Friday prayers. They
also stated they were denied the right to wear a kufi and
raise funds for the Eid celebration. According to these
Muslim converts, the officers at the prison effectively
denied the prisoners their right to convert to Islam. They
filed a lawsuit against the guards. (United States District
Court, Southern District of Indiana Civil Action docu
ment, 3/15/96)
Mustafa reported from Iowa Park, Texas, the prison
administration did not provide an Imam for Muslim
inmates. The Muslims at the prison were not allowed to
attend Friday or educational services. Mustafa stated he
had written a letter to the MPAA regarding the matter.
(Texas Department of Criminal Justice inter-office
memo, 6/12/96; Letter from Mustafa to MPAA, 11/96)
• A letter received from Emmett. of Kalamazoo,
Michigan, on December 18, 1996, stated he was denied
the right to practice his religion, Islam, in prison. When
he asked the Chaplain for religious accommodations, he
was told to attend the Christian religious ceremonies.
Emmett was told by the sheriff the prison did not honor
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religious diets after he complained of being served pork
continuously from 1994 to 1996. Emmett stated he filed
suit against the chaplain and the sheriff. (Letter from
Emmett to CAIR, 12/18/96; Copy of filed lawsuit,
10/24/96)
• Malik, an inmate in County Detention Center, in West
Palm Beach, Florida, said the County Detention Center
was not accommodating him religiously. This included
not being able to pray, not getting vegetarian meals as
requested, and not being allowed to perform Friday
prayers and special Ramadan prayers, or read the Quran
collectively. (Telephone interview, 1/1/97)
• On January 17, 1997, Roger, incarcerated in the Great
Plains Correctional Center in Oklahoma, was beaten on
January 12, 1997, by guards, while he was praying and
did not respond to their questions regarding a riot that
occurred that week. Roger believes the guards should
have waited until he finished his prayer before attempt
ing to communicate with him. (Telephone interview with
Roger’s wife, 1/17/97)
• Muhammad, a 16-year-old Albanian inmate at the West
Palm Beach Correctional Facility, in West Palm Beach,
Florida, repeatedly requested a Quran. and was denied
one. It was reported that a Christian chaplain freely dis
tributes copies of the Bible to inmates, but Muhammad
has, so far, been waiting three months to receive his
Quran. His requests to attend Islamic religious services
and be served halal food were denied. The prison admin
istration also informed him he needs to visit a doctor to
issue a permit that will allow him to meet his special diet
request. This, he says, requires funds he does not have.
(Email from a relative to CAIR, 2/28/97)
• Ron, an inmate at the Walla Walla State Penitentiary,
wrote a letter on March 5. 1997, where he described
instances of repeated harassment when he tried teaching
other inmates about Islam. Since February 28, 1997, he
has been in the Intense Management Unit and stated he
was falsely accused of trying to attack guards. He says he
has “no record of creating trouble.” (Letter from Ron to
CAIR, 3/5/97)
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• Darlyne, an Army Private, in Fort Stewart, Georgia,
worked as a truck driver for two years. In July 1995, she
decided to wear a khimar. When a new commander was
assigned to her base in January 1996, she was told to
remove the head covering because it “compromised mil
itary uniform.” She was threatened with a court-martial
when she refused to remove her khimar. An army spokes
woman told the Houston Chronicle, “This is a command
issue, not a religious issue.” She wrote to Senator Sam
Nunn who promised to investigate the incident. A mili
tary lawyer reportedly told Darlyne that she would prob
ably lose in a court martial because she disobeyed “a
lawful order.” Avoiding such a possible outcome, she
accepted discharge from the army. (Army Times,
7/17/96; Houston Chronicle, 6/7/96)

• Rasheeda claimed she was denied the right to wear a
black scarf and turtle neck while working at the United
States Malmstrom Air Force Base in Great Falls,
Montana. The United States Army prohibits any form of
discrepancy in its officer’s clothing. (Telephone inter
view, 10/7/96)

The Army’s Committee for the Review of
Accommodation of Religious Practices rejected the appeal
Sharon, a Muslim soldier based in Fort Stewart, Georgia,
filed to request permission to wear her khimar with her
uniform. She started wearing the khimar in 1995; it wasn’t
until February 1996 that objections were raised. She
emphasized she requested permission to wear the khimar
in the garrison and not in the field, where her helmet satis
fied her need to cover her hair. She took the matter to the
Religious Accommodation Board who ruled against her in
August 1996. CAIR mediated in the matter and wrote a
letter questioning how wearing the khimar could “adverse
ly impact military readiness,” and “impair Sharon’s ability
to safely and effectively perform her duties” as was stated
in the committee’s response. Sergeant Muhammad said
she was considering appealing the decision to the Defense
Secretary since she had exhausted the army’s appeals
process. (Army Times, 9/16/96; Letter from CAIR to exec
utive director of Armed Forces Chaplains Board, 8/29/96;
Letter from Major General John W. Hendrix to Sgt.
Muhammad, 7/24/96)

• William, a Training Developer in the United States
Army, reported from Fort Lee, Virginia, his unit com
mander denied him permission to grow a beard. William
has been in the military for twenty-four years and a
Muslim for fourteen. He recently applied for an excep
tion to military regulations from his unit commander to
grow a beard. The unit commander promised he would
get an official reply as soon as the matter was discussed
with the Judge Advocate General that day. William felt
regulations did not take into consideration the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act of 1993. He also mentioned
cases where the military allows personnel to grow
beards, wear turbans, and remain in the army. (Copy of
email from William to American Muslim Council,
2/14/97)

• Rohn, an Army Secretary in Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, reported she began wearing her hijab in August
1996 when her immediate commander captain told her
he saw no problem with it. On November 25, 1996, the
Lieutenant General said she had to take it off. Rohn con
tacted the Inspector General’s office and her Equal
Opportunity Officer. (Telephone interview, 12/5/96)

• Shahid, a U.S. Navy physician living in Shreveport,
Louisiana, claimed the military has denied him the right
to wear a beard for religious reasons. He wrote to the
religious accommodation authorities and is waiting for a
reply. (Telephone interview, 3/4/97)
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• On April 26, 1996, the Columbus Dispatch published a
letter to the editor by Naseem, who responded to an edi
torial on the Palestinianllsraeli dispute. In it, he men
tioned there were two sides to the story and the author’s
previous editorial should consider the other side. The
next day he received a phone call threatening him “to be
careful this week when you drive your car because it’s
going to be blown up.” The caller identified himself as a
member of Jewish Jihad. (Letter from Naseem to CAIR,
5/10/96; Tape recording of threat, 5/10/96; Columbus
Dispatch, 3/28/96)
• Nadia of Sparks, Nevada, said that while tending her
garden in her front yard, three young boys passed on a
bicycle and insulted her, calling her a “raghead” and
telling her to “go back where you came from.” She fol
lowed them to their house, and knocked on the door.
When the boys’ mother heard her complaint, she made
her sons apologize for their rude behavior. (Telephone
interview, 4/26/96)
• Emily of Alexandria, Virginia, and her young children
returned home on June 9, 1996, after participating in a
“Parade of Cultures” at the Montgomery County Ethnic
Heritage Festival, dressed in traditional Arabic clothing,
when someone yelled, “Raghead!” The call came from
her apartment building. She responded by saying, “If
you’ve got something to say, come down here and say
it!” She reported the incident to the rental office and an
office employee stated such harassment would be in vio
lation of the offender’s lease. Also, Emily wrote a letter
to the editor of the Montgomery Journal, describing the
day’s events and the harassment that followed. (Letter
from Emily to CAIR, 6/10/96)
• Offat of Wallington. New Jersey, was physically
assaulted at a supermarket in Piscataway, New Jersey, on
August 4, 1996. After Offat entered the store wearing
Islamic dress, a middle-aged white female called her “a
f
terrorist,” and made remarks such as “killing
Americans,” and “go back to your own f---ing country.”
The verbal abuse turned into physical assault as the
woman allegedly struck Offat on her face with a bunch of
keys leaving a bruise above her right eye. The woman
also forcefully pushed the shopping cart into her visibly
pregnant stomach. The woman ran away without any
intervention from store employees. A police report was

filed and charges were filed against the woman. (Letter
from Offat to CAIR, 8/12/96)
Hosam, a Palestinian civil engineer, of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, stated that he had received a threatening
phone message on his answering machine in early
January. The message said, “Shalom, my Arab friends,
this is the Baruch Goldstein Memorial Society. Rest
assured, we know who you are, we know where you are.
Be on guard, be aware, be aware, rest easy, my Arab.”
Hosam also reported that his neighbors gave his wife
dirty looks. On Friday, April 26, at 9:00 p.m., a Muslim
neighbor reported hearing an explosion in the recycling
bin. As police arrived, a second explosion detonated. A
police investigation concluded that the bombs contained
caustic chemicals that react to produce a gaseous explo
sion, called by police “McGyver bombs.” Hosam stated
he suffered psychological distress due to the incident and
did not feel safe anymore. (Tape of threatening message,
8/29/95; Telephone interview with Milwaukee police by
CAIR’s communications director, 4/1/96)
According to an article published in the St. Paul Pioneer
Press on September 15, 1996, Abdul, a Somali refugee,
was beaten up by approximately forty-five youths in
Rochester, Minnesota, on September 9, 1996. The article
further reported two of the youths were caught and
charged with assault. (St. Paul Pioneer Press, 9/15/96;
Email from Abdul to CAIR, 9/15/96)
• A resident of Silver Spring, Maryland, reported that he
had received hate mail. The letter, which was postmarked
October 15, 1996, said, “Happy Halloween to the Mean
Gross Family Mummies and Monster. Stay Away.
Everyone Hates You.” The letter included a drawing
depicting a man in an angry pose with a woman and two
girls with veils that show only the eyes. The envelope
was addressed to “Mummies and Monster” with the
address of the Muslim family. (Letter from unknown
party to resident, 10/15/96)
• Venitta of Plano, Texas, claimed her thirteen-year-old
son was taken away from her in Corpus Christi, Texas, by
an aunt because his aunt and the grandmother did not
want to allow the child to be taken to the Middle East
where Venitta’s husband was staying. According to
Venitta, her son is also apparently hesitant to move to the
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Middle East with his parents. The child is currently resid
ing in Colorado with an aunt. Venitta further reported the
Dependency Abuse hearing was scheduled for October
23, 1996. (Telephone interview, 10/23/96)
While shopping at a store in Justice, Illinois, on
November 1, 1996, Hind was standing in the check-out
line wearing Islamic dress, with her mother. When she
moved her cart forward, the couple in front of them
yelled, “Hey, you, what are you touching me for, you
ignorant Arab. You f
Arabs go back to your country.”
According to Hind, their cart had not touched the couple.
The store is located in a heavily Muslim-populated area.
(Telephone interview, 12/29/96)
On December 5, 1996, the Council on American
Islamic Relations received a threatening message via the
Internet. The sender objected to the Council’s campaign
to defend the right of Muslims to practice their religion
at the workplace. The message said, “You forget we
tamed this land and we can tame you too.... You forget,
not only do we drive and fight and do as we please, we
can shoot too...be a good neighbor and we’ll get along
fine.... Don’t make waves” [sic]. (Email from unknown
party to CAIR, 12/5/96)
Ghada of Springfield, Virginia, complained the life
guard at Wakefield Recreation Center in Annandale,
Virginia, where she is a new member, verbally harassed
her and was very rude and discourteous. In a letter Ghada
reported the incident occurred when she took her two
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children to the pool. There she was told she was not to
come back to the pool because she was wearing tennis
shoes and was not in the pooi with her children. She was
called a liar when she told the lifeguard her six-and-ahalf-year-old child had passed the pool test. Ghada
reported that she was not the only fully dressed adult
there, nor was she the only one not in the pool with her
children. She felt she was being singled out because of
her head scarf. Furthermore, Ghada reported that after
the incident her children asked her to remove her scarf
the next time they go to the center, so people will not
know they are Muslims. (Letter from Ghada to CAIR,
2/17/97)
Ambereen, a Pakistani activist and National
Chairperson of the Islamic Committee of Girl Scouts, in
Stamford, Connecticut, claimed members of her family
started hearing voices crossing over on their telephone
lines through their neighbor’s CB radio. When her hus
band tried to discuss the issue with the neighbor over the
telephone on February 27, 1997, he made several slan
derous and threatening remarks including, “You’re
Iraqis! You need a beating! You Uncle Tom!” Ambereen
reported she and her family called the police and filed a
report. After police involvement the harassment stopped
for nearly twenty-four hours, only to begin again, when
members of the family heard the neighbor exclaim, “I’m
back!” in the same threatening way. Again, the police
were notified on February 28, 1997. The family has since
been repeatedly harassed with profane language.
(Telephone interviews, 3/7/97 and 2/27/97)
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